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empty post
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lifestyles on a Jesuit campus.
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The Chieftain swim
team makes a splash in
their first meet ever.
Sports, 13

Clinton plan keeps students on agenda

Budget proposal spells more money for college
Teri Anderson
Executive Editor
Lisa Weber is a busy girl.
The liberal studies major
works part-time at a local

television station, is a resident
assistant,carries a full 15-credit
course load and is desperately
searching for another job. She
used to be on Seattle
University'screw teambut quit

when herbusy schedule allowed
her "only two to three hours of

sleep".
For Weber, it would be nice
slow down so she could just
go to school, but she can't.
to

A toast to the talent

Peggy Eaton

News Editor

"I'm struggling topay carpayments,
bills and tuition," she said. "Ihave
to just to survive."
President Bill Clinton wants
to make Weber's life, along
with millions more college students, easier.
This week, he proposed doing
just that by increasing the
government's financial aid
budget to $58 billion yearly by
2002.
The increase is part of a
proposal presented to Congress
to balance the United State's
budget.
"It wouldn't real/y inallcr to
me since Iwill be long gone,"
Weber said. "But, 1 could sec
howit couldhelp some people."
The proposed financial aid in-

and
Shane Updike
StaffReporter
For the second time in less
than a year, the elected ASSU
transfer representative has resigned, and for the second time
Jeanette Ferrer has stepped in

crease includes everything from
raising Pell Grant awards to
cutting student loan interest
rates.

fill the vacant post.
Jenny Pacheco resigned late
lastmonth for personal reasons
relatedto recent illnesses in her
family, leavingthe transfer representative position empty.
The ASSU Representative
Council nominated Jeanette
Ferrer to as the new transfer
representative for the remainder of the year.
Ferrerbecame transfer representative last year after the
elected transfer representative
Ellen Hill resigned in late Febto

When Clinton entered office
in 1992, the government
awarded just $24 billion a year
in financial aid.
Seattle University students

received approximately $37
million in financial aid from
the federal government for the
1996-97 school year. II
approved, SU's federal
financial aid awards could drastically increase.
Approximately 70 percentof
SU'sstudents currently receive
federal financial aid.
Weber is one of them.

ruary.
Last year's ASSUcouncil interviewed four candidates for
the position, including current

Since enrolling at SU ;is a
she has borrowed
chunky student loans to help
finance her education, andtaken
freshman,

ASSU non-traditional representative PattyLinehan, and evenRyanNishio / Photo Editor
tually selected Ferrer to fill
A student standing inline at thebeer gardenshoutsduring Battle oftheBands lastSaturday.
Hill's position.
Bands entertained the crowd whilecompetingfor a spot in Quadstock. See storyonpage 9.
During the ASSU spring elections, Ferrer and Pacheco both
ran for the transfer representative position.
A runner-up in that election,
Ferrer became Executive Assistant in the ASSU office before recently assuming the role
of transfer representative once
Accordingto DeKay, the school
demic year.
MEGAN MCCOID
again.
the
did some research on the Everett
Low enrollment figures over
Managing Editor
"In the eventof a resignation
lastquarter,whichrevealed
campus
past year prompted the Albers
it is tradition for the runner up
problems
associated with enrollAfter Spring Quarter finals wind School ofBusinessandEconomics
in the election to be chosen by
ment.
June, Seattle University will to re-evaluate the support office
ASSU Council to be the suc- up this
The first wasthat a largepercentand make this final decision.
become
alittle smaller.
cessor," said Troy Mathern
trying
age of the Everett students were
"The marketwehavebeen
SU's Everett campus, known as
ASSU president.
anymore," said actuallycloser to the Bellevue and
"The reason that this was not the AppliedTechnologyandTrain- to serve isn't there
main Seattle campuses, yet they
done with last year's resigna- ing Center, will be discontinuing FredDeKay,ActingDean ofASBE.
its eveningMBA courses and clos- "It (the Everett campus) inconve- were making the commute to
Everett for classes they could just
See Pacheco on page 3 ingits office at the end of the aca- niencespeople."

See Budget on page 5

Everett campus to shut down
Low enrollment causes closure scheduled for spring

as easily take elsewhere.
DeKaysaid thatabouthalfof the
students were making a commute
from the Seattlearea,one that was
not entirely necessary.
The Everett campus offers only
required courses forthe SU's MBA
program. However, DeKay said,
thesecourses are alsooffered at the

See Everett on page 2

NEWS
2

Everett: special programs
draw students elsewhere
From paffe 1
NEWS

r

available for graduate presentation

ine provost'sofficehasmade $5,000available for graduate student

presentations or co-presentations of graduate studentand faculty. The
moneyis available for presentations at conferencesbetween February
and June 30, 1997.
The presentations must be at a state, national or international
conference toreceive funding. Applications can besubmitted toDean
Sue Schmitt at the School of Education.

Pluralism project brings cultural films to campus
TheCultural Pluralism Project is sponsoring several films to proawareness. Theproject will sponsor
a showing of "Strawberries and Chocolate" Feb. 12, "The Woman
NextDoor"March 5, "Thanh'sWar" April 9and "TheGay Agenda"
May 21.
For more information, as wellas timesandlocations offilm showings, contact Roberta Castorani at 296-1995.
motediversity andmulti-cultural

Strategic Enrollment discussions scheduled

The Seattle University community is invited to participate in
discussionsessionsregarding SU's StrategicEnrollment Management
Plan. Themeetings are geared toprovide information and feedback to
the enrollment taskforce and Cabinet as they outline the university's
future enrollment strategy.
Meetings will be held March 6 andMarch 20 in the Puget Power
Room andMarch 27 at theLaw School. Those interestedin obtaining
a copy of thedraft ofthe plan,or attendingthe meeting should contact
the Office of the Provost at 296-6160.
Trainingoffered for prospective rape relief counselors
SeattleRape Relief is offering an eight week training program for
people whoareinterested inbecomingrape relief counselors ona 24-hourcrisis line. The free trainingsession willbeginin Feb. 1997.
Volunteers wouldprovideemotional supportand legaland medical
advocacy for survivorsof sexual assault and theirfamilies. For more
information, call Janet at 325-553 1

.

Albers firstopenedthecampus five
years ago, in Winter Quarter of
Bellevueand Seattlecampuses, and 1992,enrollment was "close to80-100 students in four classes,"
for SU's weekend program.
However, this fact also contrib- DeKay said.
The campus was encouraged by
uted to the decrease in enrollment,
positive numbers from the
students
thesame
both
get
could
because
campus as well as the
closer
to
the
Bellevue
through
courses
home
of many SU business
locations
other campuses and the weekend
the
shorter
students.
preferred
graduate
program, and
"There were about 100 students
commute.
Also connected to the shutdown whohadEverett addresses,"DeKay
of the Everett campus are the spe- added.
"We knew there was a populacializedmaster' s degreeprograms,
whichare offered for finance, eco- tion to serve, and worth having a
nomics and international business. faculty memberdrive up there," he
These programs are offered at continued.
Over the past five years, howthe main campus and the Bellevue
campusonly, whichdrewmorestu- ever, enrollmenthas dropped from
dents away from the Everett cam- anaverage of 20 students perclass
pus, which onlyoffers general re- toabout 12.
In comparison, SU's other camquiredcoursesfor theMBA,DeKay
branch in Bellevue averages
pus
said.
DeKayadded that the closure of about30students perclass,accordtheEverett campus is "in line with ingto DeKay.
This quarter,there are a total of
cuts and realignments the university is proceeding with rightnow." 58 students in five classes at the
"We wanttoputresources where Everett campus, DeKay said.
InFall Quarter, a class wascanwecan servestudents best,"DeKay
said. "Many resources weren't celed at Everett due to insufficient
enrollment.
available due to Everett."
However,this hasbeenthe "most
to
resources
attempt
an
use
"It's
successful" go-around that SUhas
wisely,"he concluded.
These problemshave not always had withofferingclasses inEverett.
SU offered a series of business
plaguedthe Everettcampus. When

courses in theEverett area20 years
ago, andthen five years after that,
DeKaysaid. Thiscampus hasbeen
the first since then, and has fared
the best despite its current problems.
After the Everett campus closes
at the close of Spring Quarter, the
students will be relocated to other
campuses and the weekend program.

As for Diane Pettis, the Everett
coordinator,"we've been trying to
find a position for her on the main
campus," DeKaycommented.
"She'sbeenthere (inEverett)for
five years, and has done a great
job,"he continued.
DeKayhopes to place Pettis in a
coordinator position on the main
campus, butshe mayhave to work
elsewhere on campusinstead of at
Albers, depending on the
availabilityof positions.
As for SU's Everett location, it
could continue to reflect its own
history.
It may be a number of years before any classes are offered there
again, DeKayremarked.
"After maybe 5-10 years, we'll
reassessthe market. If there area
largenumberoffolks toserve, then
wewouldre-establishtheprogram,"

DeKay said.

Fee added to campus ATMs
Campus machines deduct $1.50 extra

SPECTATOR NEWS
STAFF

MarquetteUniversity opensdoors to Catholic schools

Now, it's going to cost some
Seattle University community
members togetmoneyfromboth
of the twoon-campus ATMma-

Marquette University, a Jesuit university in Milwaukee, is now
acceptingapplications from students at otherCatholic universities for
its Washington InternshipProgram.
The internshipsprogram offers fall, spring and summerenrollment
for students of all disciplines. To request an application, call 1-800-

-544-1789.
Pathwaysto recognize campus artists
The fourthannual PathwaysArt Fest will feature thepoetry,artwork
andmusical performances of SUstudents faculty and staffFeb 27.
Submission forms for the art display are available at the CACor at
SUB 207. The deadline for submissionsis Feb 17.
Free computer courses available
SeattleUniversityoffers free computer courses for students, faculty
and staffmembers. The one-dayclasses, which typically lastnolonger
than two hours, are taught on a variety of subjects including Internet
use,introduction andadvanced classes forspecific computerprograms
and creating web pages.
For moreinformation about the classes,call 296-5550.

Service provides free financial guidance
College students can receive free financial advice through the
College Answer Service, a toll-free hotline dedicated to answering
questions about financial aid. The service provides search tips for
educational grants and work-studyjobsas wellas wellas information
about loans and assistance fillingout financial aid applications.
be contacted by phone at 1-800The College Answer
-891-4599 weekdays from6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or by visiting the College
Answer website at http://www.salliemae.com.

Serviceman

Molly McCarthy / Spectator

Students use the ATMlocatedin the USB. Themachine will now deductan
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chines.
U.S. Bank recently added a
$ 1.50 surchargefor non-customers to all of their 1,250 ATM
machines. Themachines located
on the first floors of the Student
Union and University Services
buildings are among these.
Everytime a non-customer
withdraws money from one of
the machines they will be
charged$ 1.50 byU.S.Bankand
whatever fee theirbank charges
to use another bank's machine.
The increase comes on the
heals ofa national trend to add
non-customer fees to machines.
Most recently, local banks
Seafirst and Key Bank began
chargingfees.
The non-customer fees are
used to pay for ATM operations, such as: space rent,
maintenceandarmored car service.
Non-customerscan avoid the
fee by going to their own bank,
opening an account with U.S.
Bank or bypaying at the grocery
store with their bank card and

News
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Pacheco: leaving Music runs in the family
prompted by
personal reasons
From page1
tion was that the transfer representative ran unopposed.
Because of this we asked for
applicants and we chose
Jeanctte."
According to Mathern, because Ferrer has held the
Transfer representative position before, the transition
betweenPacheco and Ferrer
was very smooth, and she
has settled into the position
without any problems.
As with any ASSU repre-

Spectator

File Photo

sentative position, the trans- Jenny Pacheco
fer representative must work
five hoursper weekin the ASSU former director of the Center
office, be a member of at least
for Event Planning and Student
two committees, attend weekly Activities, said that at least one
council meetings and partici- representative had beenrecalled
pate in ASSU retreats.
or resigned each of her four
In addition, the transfer rep-

resentative must maintain contact with at least five other

transfer students, who form a
representative's constituency
board. The board is formed to
discuss issues that are unique
to transfer students.
Last year, Hill cited other
lime committments as one of
the reasons she resigned.

Maintaining representatives
has been a recurring problem
for ASSU. After last year's
resignation, Toni Hartsfield,

years as advisor.
"I wish it were uncommon
because Idon't like to lose students," Hartsfield said in an
interview last year after both
the transfer and graduaterepresentatives resigned. "But Irealize students' lives get complicated. Oneof the things that
gives is student government."
There have been orientations
for transfer students set up by
the transferrepresentative to try
and make the transition easier
forstudents who transfer to SU.

ASSU reviews
election codes
MEGHANSWEET
Staff Reporter
president Troy
Mathern is making good on one
of his campaign promises.
Last year,Mathern promised
to look into ways to improve
ASSU

and enhance ASSU's constitution and this year, heis doing
just that.
ASSU is currently examining

several

election

codes.

Recommendations for improvements are made directly
to ASSU so that they can be

voted on.
One of the committee codes
being looked at right nowis the
Elections Committee, of which
Mathern is the chair.
In years past, the Elections
Committeehas been disbanded

during winter quarter, due to
the fact that no elections take
place during that time.
However, this year the
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Seattle,WA 98104
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committee has been extended
through the quarterspecifically
so that the ASSU Constitution
can be examined and
recommendations for improvements can be made.
Mathern decided (hat if the
committee was going to be
carried over through the
quarter, it would have to meet
once a week.

The Elections

Committee currently meets
each Wednesday from 5:15 to
6:00 p.m. in the ASSU office.
Mathern statedthat he would

appreciate

more

student

attendance at the meetings, as

Ryan Nishio /

"

Photo Editor

Rafael deJesus "Fuchito Aparicioofthemusical groupLosHermanos, plays the harpata cultural
presentation Friday. The Venezuelan group, which translates to "The Brothers, "is composed of
Aparicioandhisbrothers Euclides Alfredoand RafaelAngel. The event waspartofa cultural event
series sponsoredby theforeign languagedepartment.

meetings are open to all st-

udents.
So far, the committee has
gotten about halfway through
the codes and have decided to
make several recommendations
for ASSU to vote on.
First, they believe that the
minimum G.P.A. requirement
for someone who wants to run

for office should be lowered
from 2.5 to 2.3.

"During the elections last

elections process.
Another improvement the
committee sees as necessary is
changing the dates when the
elections are held.

Currently,
the
final
representative elections are
held with a week remaining in
the quarter. The committee
would like to see this process
stepped up by about a week.
"It's a good idea to end the
rep elections with two weeks
left in the quarter so that we
have more time, maybe a little

year, the G.P.A. requirement
ended up excluding a lot of
people from the electionswhoI bit more training,with the new
felt should not have been ex- council members," said
cluded," Mathern said.
Mathern.

Itis important tonote that the
elections process is being examined because Mathern and
ASSU havemadea commitment
to improvingthe council's constitution, and not becauseof last
year's chaotic spring quarter
elections.
Although last year's executive elections resulted in a
complaint being made against
elections procedures and with
an eventual decision of the
ASSU presidency being made
by a special council, Mathern
pointed out that the problems
hadless to do with the elections
process and more to do with the
failings of last year's Elections

Emphasizing that transfer stThere are some things that
udents often come to the school the committeehas decided not Committee.
"Last year, the Elections
withless than perfectG.P.A.'s, to change, such as holding the
was unmotivated...
Committee
Tuesday.
and also that international st- elections on a
no
really working
one
was
things
There are other
which
udents have language barriers
hard,"
saidMathern.
"It doesn't
make
yet,
whichoften
classes diffi- haven't been looked at
cult, Mathern said that he beli- simply because the Elections take much to have a successful
eves someone's G.P.A.is a pe- Committee has not yet looked election. This year's committee
through all of the codes in the does work. We sit down and
rsonal and private issue.
look at the issues."
G.P.A.
is
ASSU
Constitution.
requirement
The
The ElectionsCommittee will
something that the committee
One ofthese things is the camcontinue meeting through fall
wants changed as' soon as paigning process, although
possible, allowingit to become
immediately effective at including more students in the

Mathern did say that he felt

quarter and will eventuallyex-

there definitely needed to be amine all of the elections codes
more advertising for elections. in the ASSU constitution.
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Hypnotist manipulates audience to laughter
'Elvis', 'E.T.
make cameo

'

appearances at
weekend event
wererubbed
together between them.
This quick
MakingElvis Presley,Pamela technique to
Anderson Lee and E.T. appear hypnotize
instantly in the same roommay people
be a difficult feat for most didn't work
people, but Dr. Mort Berkowitz very wellfor
can do it just by the sound of the crowd as

NICOLE KIDDER
StaffReporter

his voice.

Appearing in Campion Ballroom Friday night, Berkowitz
transformed twelve students on
stage andhalf a dozen students
in the audience, into a subcon-

a whole, but
a few people
did fall for

it. ..When
told to try to

release their

scious hypnosis.

hands, four

The event was free to students and was sponsored by
the Residential Life Office.
Berkowitz, a longtime hypnotist, practices his trade on
people allaround the world,including thousands of college
students, famous movie stars
such as Sylvester Stallone and
country singer Tanya Tucker.
Berkowitz has been studying
psychology and practicinghyp-

people were
unable to.
Berkowitz
had hypno-

nosis for many years. He became interested when he saw a
film of apatient having a major
surgery with no anaesthesia.
The patient was sitting up talk-

that every time he stomped his
would feel as if the
person behind them was tickling them and they would get
angry but could only let the
person know by giving them
dirty looks. Sending them back

volunteers came up with some
original ideas.
Sonya Adams created an
imaginary creature out of fellow volunteer Jason Madrano.
Bringinghim up to the front of
the stage, Adams petted him

to their seats, Berkowitz pulled
twelve new volunteers up to the
stage.

and described him as her "little
puppy dog who drools all over
the place." Robert Rivers
created a pig that wouldn'tquit
running around in circles and
that had "reallystinky farts."
Next, Berkowitz convinced
all of the volunteers that they

ing with the doctor and did not
feel any pain.
"That's when Ibecame interested in the way the mind can
affect and control the body,"
Berkowitz said. "Everybody
has their limits, but what are
they? Itry to find thatout."
Berkowitzbegan the evening
by havingeveryonein the audience fold their hands together
and imagine a big blob of hard,
sticky glue. The crowd was to
imagine that this glue became
stickierandstickier as thehands

tized them

in a matter
of minutes.

When

Mandy Matzke / Spectator

brought up
Dr.MortBerkowitz is tauntedfrom behindby "seven-year-old" collegestudents during ahypnosis session Friday nightinCampion
on the stage, Ballroom. Berkowitzacted as a teacherandinstructed the hypnotizedstudents, whothoughtthey werein secondgrade, to makefaces
Berkowitz at him whenever heturned his back.

told them

foot, they

Berkowitz began a longer
hypnosis process, bringing his
subjects and the audience
deeper into hypnosis, to settle
back and enjoy a night of
laughter. Berkowitz "transformed" each of the volunteers
into a moon people. Asking
each to create a moon creature
to have as a pet, the twelve

no longer were able to understand nor talk in English. The
only language they knew was

moontalk. Surprisingly, many
of

the

volunteers

made

Campus Cops
STAFF
Syringefound
Jan. 21,8:19 a.m.
Seattle University Safety and
Security officers removed a used
syringe found by auniversity gardener incampusgreenery,located
at IOth and East Cherry Court.

Turf damage
Jan. 21,8:30 a.m.
University groundskeeper reportedproperty damagecausedby
vehicles drivingovergrass at 10th
and EastCherry Court.

Campion intruder
Jan. 21, 9:10a.m.
Officers respondedto a reportof

a suspicious malein the Campion
Hall lobby. The man, who was
previously issued a trespass warning, was found ill in the men's
restroom.Medics werenotifiedand
the man was transported to
Harborview MedicalCenter by ambulance.

Burglary attempt
Jan. 21, 12:18 p.m.
A university employee discovered what appeared to be a burglary attempt at the G.E. Lynn
building. Officers responded and
found an internal door had been
damaged.However, entry was not
gained and nothing was taken.
Auto prowl
Jan. 22, 4-6 p.m.

As a SU student was inside the
ConnollyCenter, someoneforced
theircar's trunk lockopen.The car
wasparkedalong14thavenue.The
person stole a book bag and ap-

proximately $200 worth of
books.

Berkowitz told a joke in
moontalk, which all of the volunteers understood it except
one, Joel Punzal. As the volunteers erupted in laughter,Punzal
sat there with apuzzled look on
his face. After his neighbor
to retell the joke, in his
own words of course, Punzal
finally got "the punchline."

had

Berkowitz then decided to
have some fun with the volunteers. He made E.T. appear on
Chris Guaty's head whenever
Berkowitz scratched his own
nose and he made Adams believes she was Pamela Anderson
Lee and had her stand up and
blow kisses to the crowd every

time they applauded.

For the grand finale,
Berkowitz made the volunteers
believe that when he blew into
the microphone, their seats
wouldbe on fire. Then he made
Guaty believe he was Elvis
Presley and Punzal and
Madrano were the back-up singers and dancers. Runningback
up stage, Guaty broke into a
renditionof Presley'shit "Blue
Suede Shoes."
"We invited Dr.Berkowitz to
come to campus to shake things
up a littlebit. Things get slow
during the winter quarter and
we needed to add some excitement to campus," said Ron
Prcstride, Directorof Residential Life.
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WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGELOAN.

CompiledfromSUSafetyandSecurityreports.

SPECTATOR NEWS

moontalk sound like it couldbe
a real language.

text

Narcotics incident
Jan. 28, 9:40 p.m.
Officers were called to
Bellarmine Hall about apossible
narcotics incident,involvingthree
SU students and two males not
affiliated withthe university.Both
non-SUmales wereissuedcriminal
trespass warnings by the Seattle
police.One of the men wasarrested on outstanding warrants for
residential burglary,domesticviolence and traffic violations.

If you're stuck witha studentloan that's not
in default, theArmy mightpay itoff.
Ifyouqualify, wellreduce your debt— up
x
to $55,000.Paymentiseither hof the
debtor $1,500 foreach yearof service,

whicheveris greater.
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ASSU aims to fix student ills Budget: Pell
Financial aid paperwork,
Grants to grow
computer labs and closed

From page 1

SHANE UPDIKE
Staff Reporter

on a part-time work study job
"On top of that, Iget some
SU grants and my parentshave
parent loans," she added.
Clinton'sproposal will affect

class registration

generate suggestions

that

might help improve life for
students on campus.
One of the topics that was

ASSU has just what the doctor ordered for common ailments of Seattle University students.
In a strategyaimed at making
the process of going to school

"just about everyone" said Jim
White, directorof financial aid

discussed frequently was difficulty andconfusion that students must deal with at the

and student employment.
Independent and dependent

Controller'sOffice.
It was mentioned that many

Spectator

File Photo

less painful,ASSU

times ASSUPresident TroyMathern

is
attempting
ease
to
students'

people

t

h c

who
___,_*-._

___,

_—^__—

i

work

at

the office

We hope that
these students
will help out the
students and
make life easier
for everybody at
SU.

burdens
by prescribing

are not
helpful

on how to use them.
Also, it was suggested that
dealing with the Financial Aid
office would be easier if every
student knows who their finan-

enough cial aid advisor is.
in exThe intricate processes inplaining volved in payinglibrary fines,
service
the some- enrolling in closed classes and
suggestions to
times dif- getting connected to the
the deficult pa- Ethernet on campus were also
partments
perwork discussed.
on camthat stuThe suggestions that the
dents council members gave were
pus that
deal most
need to taken by Durand and sent to the
directly
fill out in headsofthe appropriate departTroy
Mathern,
with stuorder to ments. It is hoped that the dereceive partments will takethe suggesdents.
ASSU President
Vice
different tions into consideration and
types of implement some of the sugPresident
ofStudent
financial gested changes.
aid.
Activities
"These customer services
Hank Durand suggested to the
Additionally, the staff at the suggestions are discussed by
ASSU Representative Council Controller's Office often does ASSU at various times during
that there are unnecessary steps not have specific instructions the year," saidASSU President
in many of the processes that as to which line a student should Troy Mathern. "We have
formed a committeecalledKeep
students at SU have to go stand in for specific services.
through in their daily lives.
Other issues that raiseddur- Improving Student Services that
Durand mentioned enrolling in ing the meetinginclude the fact will be talking about these isclasses,paying education bills, that many computers are not sues and giving more suggesgetting financial aid or studyworking whilesome computers tions. We hope that these will
ing could all be simplified.
which have been upgraded do help out the students and make
Durand asked the council to not have sufficient instructions lifeeasierfor everybody at SU."
customer
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SU students alike could see
substantial increases in Pell
Grant awards, major cuts in student loan interest rates and
more funding for work study
positions.
Approximately 680 SU students received Pell Grants for
the 1996-97 school year, said
White.
Under Clinton's plan, Pell
Grant funding will be increased
from $2,700 a year to $3,000,

eligiblefor the grants.
Another thing that will beaffected is student loans.
If Clinton has his way, student loan interestrates willbe
cut by as much as half while a
student is still in school.
This will affect more that 6

million American college students, including a great
number of SU students who
collectively borrowedsome $32
millionfor the 1996-97 school
year.
Clinton

that
approximately 4 million low
and middle-income students'
interest rates will be cut in half
estimates

for an additional 2.5 million
more students will be cut by 25
percent.

"Currently, student loan fees
are deducted from the loans

TlianHs to you, all sorts of everyaay products are being made from materials
you've recycled. But to beep recycling working for trie future, you need to look
for these products and buy tnem. For a free brochure, call 1-80OCALL-EDF.
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Basically, he wants to in-

crease funding for work-study
positions for students. Over a
three year period, he hopes to
bring the nations work study
work force to 1 million students,
up 300,000 from today's
700,000.
Over 300 SU students are currently employed through the
federal work study program,
said White.The positions range

from desk assistants

to

life

guards.

Weber is a littleunsure about
increasing the numberof work
study jobs, since she knows of
people that have the funding
but do not use it.
"Why don't they award it to

starting in 1998.
someone that needs it and will
Pell Grant eligibility would use it?" she asked.
be expanded to the children of
For Clinton,theanswer to that
parents, making as much as
question partly falls in his goal
$45,000 annually. Families to fund 100,000 work study stmaking $20,000 a year would udents to work as tutors for
become eligible for a Pell Grant. young children.
And, in some cases, inThroughout his election camdependent non-traditional st- paign, he preached that
he
udents would also become wantedto "builda bridge to the

while they are in school. Fees

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to tnem.

helps them get over the shock
of.the price."
Another area that Clinton has
targetedis work study funding.

proceedes received by the student," White said. "If the fees
arereduced by 25 to 50percent,
as proposed by President
Clinton, the student willreceive
more loan money to offset the
cost of tuition, books or living
expenses."
Clinton also wants to give
parents a $10,000 tuition tax
break or a $ 1 ,500 tax credit per
child for the first two years of
higher education.
"It will open the doors of

21st century." One of the ways
he proposed doing that was by
making sure every eight-yearoldcouldreadand write through

public service.
Someof thesestudents could
very well end up as attending
classes at SU.

TheChildren's Literacy Project, a completely volunteer
basedprogram,is an elementary
school tutoring thatmatches SU
students with local elementary

students.
The SU students meet with
the elementary students a
couple times a week to work on
reading, writing and science
skills.

Financial aid would be able
do something similiar if
funding becomes available. The
difference would be that they
are paying students to tutor.
"We will beable tosend many
more students out into the
Seattle community to tutor or
workincommunity serviceprojects, if the proposal is
approved," White said.
For Weber, who wants to
to

someday own a day care, the
idea is very exciting. However,
she wonders if Clinton's

proposal is a pipe dream.
"It's a lotof money,"she said.
"And, Ihear the Republicans
arc really opposed to it."

college education wider than
ever before," Clinton said at a
press conference last week.
This could have a major im-

While Weber is somewhat
cynical, acting President John

pact on SU in terms of attra-

"... the college graduate is
more likely to vote, more likely
to volunteer, more likely to be
involved incommunity affairs,"
he said. "This is investment in
our quality of life."

cting students here.
"It's a fairly significant tax
break," While said. "It could
cause more people to consider

independentcolleges. It really

Eshclman has his fingers

crossed.
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Playinginthe

JAMES FIGUEROA

DaveSarrufleads thepuckdownatrailatSt.Edwards
Park.

FeaturesEditor

Dave Sarruf, PaulHubbardandDoug Gadow rest on
the trail as another biker passes in the background.

If anyone out there is looking for some real adventure on wheels, the
Seattle University cycling clubis the place to go, offering the strain of
Seattle'shills in the city ride and plentyofmudfor thosepeople who prefer
mountainbiking.
"Right now we're trying to getas manyenthusiasticpeopleas possible."
saidDave Sarruf, who co-organizedthe club (which is new forthis year).
The recruitment effort is part ofthe club's plans to join the Northwest
CollegiateCycling Conference. TheNWCCC holds severalraces among
schools in thearea,culminatingin a nationalcollegetitle.Theraces should

begin at the end of March or early April.
Last Sunday, the cyclingclub went outto St.EdwardsParkand Big Finn
Park in the Kirkland area, both of whichhave circular and interlocking
trails specifically designed for mountain biking including bumpy tree
roots,mud holes and a jumping area.
"[The NationalOff-Road Bicycle Association] is a citizensgroup that

has worked to open up areas for biking," said Doug Gadow, the second
club leader. "Theyopened up this |Big Finn] park. Just last week they
came in and put down a lotof gravel to clean up one of the trails."
The cycling club usuallymeets every weekend,on Saturday for theroad
ride and on Sunday for mountain biking. Because times and route plans
can vary,it is usuallybest to contact Gadow (325-5399) or Sarruf(454-8118) to let them know that you would like to attend a trip.

Mountainbiking is not alwaysfun andgames.Someparts ofthe trailsprovedifficult tonavigateevenfor those
cyclists with a lot ofexperience.

SU expands its
language horizons
ADRIANA JANOVICH

StaffReporter
Students will have the opportu-

nity tostudy inGermany through a
new Seattle University program
next spring.

The Gcrman-in-Gennany study
abroad program will be offered in
Frankfurt, Germany, at the EuropaUniversitact during spring quarter
1998.The courses include German
135 and 215 and German 225 or
one of several interdisciplinary
courses in the areas ofGerman sociology,philosophy, history,theologyand politicalscience.
The new program is under the
direction of SU professors within
the College of Arts and Sciences
whohave backgrounds in German

dentsgain several advantages.They
do not need to transfercredits from
another university, and they may
takearrangedclassesat theEuropaUniversitaet to earn SU credits.
Also, students are fully eligiblefor
financial aid.
Dr. James Stark, Coordinator of
InternationalStudies,isonthecommitteeand plans to teach in Frankfurt next spring.

"The centerof Europeis shifting
east," Stark said."One of the biggest issues therenow is how todeal

year.

with central European countries.
Thisprogramwillprovide students
witha venuetobecomequite knowledgeable of central Europe based
on theGerman language.
"We can see history developing
before our very eyes," he continued. "The people arc making visibleprogress.Ithink its interesting
for students to talk to the people
who experiencedit."

Since German-in-Germany is a
Seattle Universityprogram,SUstu-

locatedon theOder River and was

and German studies. Professors
fromthedifferentdepartmentswill
rotateteachingin the program each

Frankfurt, population 88,000, is

formerly a part of East
Germany. It is a 15
minute walk across the
bridgetoPoland.Berlin
lies less than one hour
away by train. Prague,

Budapest, and Krakow
are also accessible.
"I think it's a vital,
thriving place," Stark
said.
Photo Courtesy of James Stark
The Europa-UniverFrankfurt,
Germany
showsaforeignland' s similaritiesanddifferences.
sitact, founded in 1506, Apostofficein
tuition,
In
addition
to
SU
stu- Austria (the program ended after
shutdownduring Communist rule
$450
14 years in 1988).
approximately
dents
will
pay
it re-openedin 1991 and has won
a
month
for
SU
students
housing.
Stark plans to solicit students
Germanand Polish stateprizes for
will
be
stupairedup
with
German
from
other schools as well as from
cooperation.
its educational
dentsandlive
in
dormitories.
SU.
"There
are a lot of students
"There has been a lotofanimos"We'dlike to have students live who would like to do a program
ity betweenGermans andPoles for
manyyears," Starksaid. "The whole with families,butnow inthe former like this but their campuses don't
idea of the university is to some- East Germany most people have offer it," he said.
The program needs a minimum
how overcomethat animosity with little, tiny apartments," Stark exoftenstudents.Theapplicationproa hands-across-the-borders ideal. plained.
Two families made monetary cedure will begin this spring and
The theory is thatif youngpeople
fromdifferent countries get toknow donations toward thenew program. continue to the fall. "I am really
each other, there is less likelihood Both families had children who excited about it," Stark said.
went through SU's program in
for animosity."
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How

such a piercing

many diseases
can dance on the
head of

a

"The tongue is the
fastest healing part of
the body," Lomonaco
explained. "You can't
get a scab on your
tongue, and becauseof
that a hole will shrink
or heal in about half an

needle?

hour."

The

The dangers ofbodypiercing has
brought a call for action and laws
JAMES FIGUEROA
Features Editor
On the fringeof a subculture,

tis,

HIV and other

diseases are on the

rise

like

they

haven't been in the
past," Lomonaco
said."Peoplethinking about getting a
piercing need to
think about what is
clean and sterile."
Lomonaco is a
professionalIy
(rained piercer

who

closedher own piercingshop to
collaborate on last October's
opening of a local branch of
The Gauntlet, a national chain
that is one of the few places to
specialize in training new
piercers.

jewelry

expensive,

The reason there are few

piercing businesses to

the

places to be trainedis that training is not requiredby law.Body
piercing (along with tattoos)is

be administered by the
Department ofHealth.

they cansave money in
the long run by avoid-

most

Although the Departing expensive medical
opcare. Lomonacorecomposed the bill,theSenmends using implant
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
grade surgical steel.
ate Committee on
Krysteen
Lomonaco
the
importance
training
stresses
of
Health & Long-Term
Care passed itand sent so that piercers can understandpossibledangers.
"TheLastBattleground"
Ways
& Means Com- does not keep an unscrupulous
Despite these apparantly disit on to the
mittee.That committee allowed piercer from committing sexual couraging signs, Lomonaco
the bill to wallow in neglect harassmentor worse. There are docs not want to scare anybody
and eventually die.
also body parts that are highly off. As she repeatedly stressed,
over,
effort
is
far
from
unconducive to piercings (such any piercer who is trained and
The
however. According to legisla- as the forehead - Lomonaco's prepared for all contingincies
for industry regulationby tive assistants for Sen. Roach, strangest request). Without will not be any danger to the
the state government, there are plans to "possibly" knowledge ofbiology, apiercer person getting pierced. What's
which has so far reintroduce the bill this year, may wind up putting a hole in a more, she has found that there
been unrespon- and information is being gath- vital bloodvessel.
are plenty of good reasons why
ered for that purpose. Meansivc.
"There are forty standardpro- someone should get a piercing.
"My body is extremely im"We've tried while, risks associated with fessional piercings,"Lomonaco
several different body piercing are still high.
said. "If a customer comes in portant in two ways."
tactics to get them
The most dangerous piece of and asks for a dangerouspierc- Lomonaco said. "It allows me
to do something," equipment, according to ing, I'm just not going to do it. to be here, and it's also a last
Lomonaco ex- Lomonaco, is the ear piercing That kind of thing goesbeyond battleground. We fight to keep
plained. "We've gun that has become popular money."
the right to our own body, and
suggested charg- for the standardearlobe piercAlthough not a dangerous no one else can control that.
ing us taxes to op- ing.
piercing, the most sensitive
"It's about going one stepbeerate, we've tried
"Ear piercing guns are the place on the body to havedeco- yond fear. Doing body modifi- spawn ofthe devil. They're de- rated is the tongue, which re- cationis standing up to the plate
scare tactics
they're just not signed after a device that tags quires a second piercing if the and saying 'I'm going to do
interested. Noth- cows. They can't be sterilized, jewelry is ever taken off. Cus- something I'm really afraid to
ing will happen and they willeasily get infected tomers should know definitely do.'"
until a senator's daughter dies becausethe guns aredirty," she what they are doing if they get
becauseof an infectedneedle." lamented.
Last year a bill was introThere are other dangers of
duced by RepublicanSen. Pam piercingbesidesbadequipment.
Roach that called for "sanita- If a person is daring enough to
Apply to be a 1997
tion standards," inspections, want a genitalpiercing, the unand registration for all body regulated state of the industry

Seattle University takes its an unregulatedindustry, meantrends from the surrounding ing that anyone could open a
community. On campus, the in- shop inaday without bothering
fluence of the Broadway fash- with minor details such as safe
ion bazaar has quietly crept in. equipment. (Lomonacostrongly
A nose ring here, an eyebrow stresses checking out what kind
piercing there - everybody's "of experience a piercer has bedoing it.
fore havinganything done.)
Before anybody goes out to
Because of this chaotic nastaple their forehead, however, ture, many body piercers in
Krysteen Lomonaco would like
Washington state have lobbied
you to carefully consider
what is being done to
your body.
"The biggest danger is that hepati-

type of

used in a piercing must
also be taken into consideration. Cheap jewelry can cause an infection, and although
the better quality rings
and studs are currently

ment of Health

Orientation Advisor!!!

Thingsto know before gettingpierced
o It's best to be piercedinas natural a state as possible It's alwaysbetter not to come
under adverse circumstances,
o If you are sick or under the weather, youmay want to wait until you're feeling better

before coming in.
Make sure you've had some food a fewhours before you comein. Gettingpierced on
anempty stomach may cause you to feel faint, nauseated, or dizzy,
o Allot plentyof time for your visit to Gauntlet. Your piercing session will be most
enjoyableif youhave the time to appreciate it.
o Travelersshouldplan ahead. It is notadvisableto get piercedin the last minutes of
your visit. Make your appointment aheadof time, andnot too close to the lime of
yourdeparture,
o Proper hygiene is important before andafter gettingpierced Fresh clothing and a
recent shower will get your piercingoff to a great start.
o

Seattle

Language
Academy

To Gain Leadership Skills,
Help New Students,
Experience Community Building
& Have Fun!!!!
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Pain killers, aspirin,ibuprofin,and anesthetics are not requiredprior to beingpierced.
Infact, most usuallycompromise the experience and may possibly cause problems.
such as increased bleeding
o Customers thatappear to be under the influence of dnigwiralcoholmay be asked to
return later, when they areno longerunder the influence.
o

Age Policy
Allpterom mustbe over 18 years of age witha valid,government issued photoID. Sorry,
there areno exceptionsto thisnile. Unfortunately,the lawstates that if you are under 18

years of age. wecannotperform any procedure on yourbody without the full consentof
your parent or legalguardian. So. if you haveyour legal guardian'spermission, you may
choose iruni alimited selection of piercings.Inaddition to parentalconsent,you willalso
needthe following:

o A note from the piercee's parentstaung their permission lor their child to be pierced.
o presentation of the parent's valid, governmentissued photoID
o Presentation of the child's birthcertificate and/or school photoID (if parent and child
do notshare the same last namea birth certificate willbe required)
o Parent mustaccompany childunless previous arrangementshave been made with the
store manager.

Our age policyis as follows:
o Age 12-16; earlobes only (Sorry, we do not pierce anyone underage 12)
o Age 16-18: earlobe, earcartilage (upperear),eyebrow, nostril, navel
o Age 18andup: All piercings,viewing ofcatalogues andPFIQ,needle sales

Piercing procedures are notperformedduring thelast half hour of business. Appointments
are notrequiredbut aresuggested, especially on weekendsandalter 5pm on weekdays.

Reprintedfrom The Gauntlet webpage,Http://www.gauntlet.com
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ESL
♥TOEFL Preparation

« Basic Conversation
♥Writing Essentials

" CurrentEvents

Classes Start February16
340 15thAye.E. ♥Seattle

325-4109

Applications available:
New Student Programs Office (SUB 207)
The Office of Minority Student Affairs
TheInternational Student Center
The Residence Hallfront desks
The Campus Assistance Center
beginning 1/16/97
Applications Due 1110/97 by 430 p.m. in SUB 207

Questions? Call 296-2825 or
email us at "newstudent@seattleu.edu".
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Bruce Beasley: a poet with spirit
SUSANMEYERS
StaffReporter
Sometimescreation is violent
Sometimes we want to touch each other's pain, the
waySt.Thomas wantedto touchthe woundsofChrist so
he could believe in life after death.
Poet Bruce Beasleyis all too awareofthese spiritual

A&E
What's Happening
Art Fest '97 returns
Pathways is sponsoring a non-competitive, university-wide art
show for Thursday,February 271h. Any Seattle University artists
who arc willinglo have their art. whether it be visual art,paintings,
sculptures, music or poetry, arc invited to participate. If you are
interested in submitting some of your artwork or performing at Art
Fest '97 pick up a form fromPathway, fill it out and return it before
February 17.For moreinformation,call the Pathwaysoffice at 296-

Poup's

new artistic director Jose Carrasquillo makes his
Idebut withChay Yew's"ALanguageofTheirOwn."This
and provocative play explores how two people can have
levels of communicating thai are unique to their relationstory revolves around the complex dynamics between a
,y Asian-American lovers whoseparate.Ken Chin. Scott
■hnelShannon and Ivan Dihn comprise this talented cast.
information, please call The Group at 441 1299.

Learn how to earn your
"Purple Hearts"

Pthwest

at 324-6328.

New

Rep Director Sharon Ott
debut's with "Ballad of
Yachiyo"

Philip Kan Gotanda's powerfully, passionate story of youthful
desire come to life under the direction of Sharon Ott at the Seattle
RepertoryTheatre. Amazing imagerysurroundthis magical tragedy
in whichyoung Yachiyomust learn the waysofher ancestors and the
ways of womanhood. "Balladof Yachiyo" runs through March I
For more information, and to learn about the Rep's "Pub Night"
which features local mierobrews and livemusic, call the box office

.

ai 44J-ZZZ.

come check out

"...my lather's
voice was rough with
—
such regret
tor having tried, or having failed,
Icouldn't tell—

whiskey breath, and the
brokenguardrail...."
Healsoreadsectionsfromhisietellingof"Hanseland
Grelel." which relates more of his childhood feelings.
In thispoem.Beasleyexploresthe ways in which we
are attracted to pain.
"Why,"he asks,"wouldachildgobackloparentswho

Don't forget about
"Broadway and
Madison V" going on

Next lo the word "heart-ache" Mr. Websterhas listed
only three simple words: sorrow, distress, grief.
This is all about to change.
■SlingBlade,"a new filmfromMiramax Films, takes
it'saudience to emotional places that defy definition.
Written and directed by Billy Bob Thornton, "Sling
Blade" alsooffers a unique challengetor Thornton the
actor in the story's leadingcharacter. Karl.
Karl is a mildlyretarded man that has spent the better
part ofhislifeinanasylum for thecriminally insane just
outside the fictional town of Millsburg.Arkansas.
Upon his release, the grisly events leadingup to his
incarceration unfold as well as the history of Kails
abusive childhood.
With little money or '90s copingskills, Karl is aided
by the asylum administrator who gets him a job and a
place to stay at a local fix-it shop.
Enter Frank Whcatley (Lucas Black). Wheatley is
little boy who has just losthis father.He and his mom
Linda(NatalieCanerday)allowKarl tostay withthemin
their garageinstead ol behindthe greasyol' fix-it shop.
Karl andyoungFrank, accept each other, learnfrom
eachOtherand fillgapsintheirlivesleft vacant or scarred
by the tragedies of modernexistence.
Their existence, however, is held in contempt by
Linda's beergu/.zlin'. abusive boyfriend Doyle.Doyle
is expertly portrayed by country singinglegend Dwight
Yoakam.
Yoakamhas had smaller roles in the past but, truly
rises to his castmates caliber as the films repulsive

antagonist.

-

Walsh, whoplays a sexual deviant whofeelscompelled

WHEN Every Sunday at 6:00 pm

bat at bPm anQ &Un'
at 2pm. For more info

(just north ot Broadway on CapitolHill)

ca theFine Arts
office at 5360

ROCK-STYLE WORSHIP EVENT

QUESTIONS? Call324-1066

"

generos spirit.
■lookingfor some sign of singleness,
someway to belong,for a moment,
to the fugitive
"
ripenessof whateveris.
He is someone who will, for the rest of his life,keep
kx)king.

"Slingblade" redefines heartache

Some of that caliber is in the form of film vet J.T.
A NEW

key to your personality."
Heoften finds it helpful, he told students, to"'retell the
story from the inside out."
But don't get the wrong impression.
Although his workmay be dark. Bruce Beasley is a
lively,generous individual.
His Southern drawl added an almost humorous dimension lo the reading, andafter the poems,he offered
a wide array of advice lo studentsinterested inpursuing
creative writing.
When asked why he chooses poetry for his genre,he
answered, "I like the emotional intensity that poems
offer.Ilikethesounds," Beasleysaid. "Poetry is themost
musical formol writing."
"Poetry wasa way to let out emotionsin the veryraw
way that my family wouldn't let me," Beasley added.
"These arc family secrets; these are things you're not
supposed to talk about."
But Beasley is talking about them; he's talkingabout
what most consumes him.
"Follow your obsession." he advised, "and it will
becomeinexhaustible.Forme,obsessionand inspiration
are the same thing."
Undoubtedly,Beasleywillcontinue to tell the stories,
mythical or autobiographical, which most affect him.
He is a poet with a strong voice, good humor, and

DONALD MABBOTT
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Actors Studio in conjunction with the Members
de is proud lo present this gripping drama by B. Burgess
ed on a true story about three men trapped in the U.S.S.
—
mia one of the ships sunk at Pearl Harbor, this intense
o(
iws their touching struggle to accept the inevitability
call
nding deaths. For more information and showtiines.

"parent's Cljurcfj

see the cliff where his father then attempted suicide:

only knewhis scarred
I
armon the steering wheel
scared me, and his sweet

The Group Theatre debuts
award-winning play

this is not your

phenomenons.
As part of the Creative Writing program's Reading
Series, this gifted writerspoke toa crowded audiencein
Wyckoff auditorium last Friday.
Having grown up in an alcoholic family, he knows
how violentlove can be and how much people want to
share themselves witheach other,even ifall they have to
share is pain.
Beasley, a professor at WWU and editor of The
Bellinghani Review, sharedthese and otherexperiences
with an auditorium jammed with students.
He toldthe story ot a drive he look with his father to

are trying to kill him? Why would he eat the burning
ginger of thebroken house?"
Thisthree-time award-winningpoetalsohas an affinity for fairy tales.
"The story you'remost intriguedby," he said,"isthe

.

Photo

of Michael Yarish

Billy Boh Thornton as Karl in "Slingblade.

"

The cast interacts withsuch believability and courage
that it isn't longbefore the audience is swept up in this
dynamic story.
While it may seem cruel, some of Karl's antics and
trials areuproariously funny andaudiences howls.
It's almost as if the filmakcr intentionallyused this
comedic backdrop to highlight the extreme lows Karl
incurs during his re-acclimation.
Be warned. This would not be a good "first date"
movie forthoseeasilyembarrassed by the soundof their

to tell Karl all about his revoltingexploits.

own sobs.

resident pursecutedhomosexual.

eyes.

John Rilter, once ol TV's popular sitcom "Three's
Company," has whatpeople in the entertainment industry call "perfectliming."He uses this timing,alongwith
years of acting experience,toplay Vaughn,Millsburg's

courtesy

Karl maintains a dignity more and above his station
towardaclimax that raisesquestionsaboutwhat it means
to be human.
See "SlingBlade" but bringabeach towel to dry your

Arts &Entertainment
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The"Battle" rages on
and the
success of Saturday
night's show is
largely due to the efforts of ASSU Activities Vice President.SarahMariani.
Mariani and her
staff beefedup securonments

DONALD
MABBOTT
Arts and

Entertainment
Editor

The 1997 Seattle Uni-

versityBattleoftheBands
defiedallodds lastSaturrity, met with Residay night by successfully
dence Hall Directors
combining rock -n- roll,
tor vans
andarransied
beerandcollegestudents.
to assist commuter
While SU studentsand
students getting to
an expert panel of judges
and from the show.
focusedon the great variThis, combined
ety of music during the
witha more comforttour hour show, staff, seable yet secure beer
curity and faculty were
garden also contribkeeping an eye on a reuted for a smooth
vamped beer garden and
overall student behavior.
asically everyAs far as "alcohol in: went really
cluded"" events at SU are
."Mariani said.
concerned,it hasbeen stuirybody I've
dent governmentinvolvej to was really
ment thathas hadthemost
;ssed withhow
positive impact.
thit was.I
think
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
Last year, due toprob"
;t-up was a big
lems at both theBattleof Michael Numrich andMaj-Britt Llewellyn(background)from "Ace/elyne" rock out at this years "Battle ofthe Bands.
j. Moving the
the Bands and at
(earlier,
6:30)
helped
to
a lot too."
criteria;
)
on
four
I
time
hased
Quadstock. thepriveledgcolconsumingbeer from the first performer in the "accoustic" arduous decisions
Director,
Rob Denton
Bcllarminc
Hall
Talent,
3)
Performance.
2)
Stage
Artistic
during campusactivities wasnearlysquashed. category, "BenJammin."
it
was
best
"Battle"
in four
told
the
4)
Response.
Crowd
Mariani
There wereotherimpressive accousticper- Cohesionand
The 1996 "Battle" was plagued with unincireported
and
the
least
number
of
this
more
at
years
While
there
was
a
lot
of
and
der-age drinking, non-residents "floor hop- formances from "Solo" and 2nd place windents
as
well.
Bands,
ofthe
it
seems
sate
year's
this
Battle
Pagans."
ping" through Campion Tower and overall ners "Virtuous
Only one minor, an unidentified female
However,even(he Ist place winnerofthe
to say that the warof the beer gardens has
poor planning.
student was caught with a fake ID. And
been
won
at
SU
the
second
in
a
last.
(for
year
The show went on untilmidnight keeping Accoustic category
according
to security that was their biggest
Palmer,
championed
Yourstudent
has
government
not
the
crowd
get
row)
Susan
did
non-participants awake.
incidentof the night.
"I could feel it all the way up on the I2lh respone of runners-up "The Cunning Lin- the validityof such events as learningenvifloor,"saidCampionBallroomMonitor Steve guists."
it
Theaudience joinedin
Davis. "It was so loud you could feel
"
on a rousingrenditionof
thumpingthrough the whole building.
Design was also a factor that led to a ■'livery Rose Has its
Thorn" by '80s glamproblematic event for security .
rock
band. Poison, and
on
three
garden
The beer
was secured
then
duel was joined
However,
single
ofthe
sides
a
the
sides.
one
was
row of tables which was no match tor clever by the evening'sbartend
stall and faux security
and thirsty freshman.
guards on a version of
IDs.
people
had
some
with
take
"We
people drinking ai pre-parties and some "Total Ecipse ol the
people were just drinking too last." Cor) Heart" by BonnieTyler.
Thesetwo guysshould
Drazkowski of campus security said before
the show. "We're going to have five guards have won on sheer guts
alone.
Speaking of guts, it
lakes a heapof themjust
toget upon stage in front
of your peers and rock
out.
Unfortunately, there
If
took the test
score?
were a few competitors
whoused severeamounts
ofalcohol inorder tofind
those guts and it really
Call
showed a lack of professionalism,letaloneclass.
Another classless act
was whentheleadsinger/
guitarist for "Latchkey
Kid," the final group of
the night, apologized for
a previousband'sperformance. It "shard toimagine how that kid got his
guitar strap over that big
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
head ol his.
Going airbornefor the judges.
Top honors in theelectric
category went to the
this year and more student involvement."
dynamic,
"Pretty Fish
With everythingand everyoneinplace the
with a very
'COURSENAMES are registered trademarks of their respective owners
Charmer"
show took wing.
going
2nd
very
close
the
FloydLight
got the
Master ol ceremonies
capacity audience wanned up with some funky trio, "Siesta
tunny (ifnot slightlydated) comedymaterial Nights." The runner-up
moving directly to the first group in the honors in theelectric category went to "Flood."
"electric" category, "Ty Cobb."
Judges reached their
work
was
some
up
guitar
Next
excellent
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Financial aid increases
opportunity for all
Imaginewakingupinthe morningat thecrackofdawn,gettingreadyfor work
It'.vliardtostay awake onthedrivetothelittlestorewhereyouspend'hours stocking,
restocking,cashiering,andhandlingcustomerproblems.Ifyou'rereallylucky,you
maysomeday get tomanagethe place.Someday, you might getyourheadabove
waterenoughtostartasavingsaccount,whichwouldbegreatforyourfuturechild's
college education. You can't waitfortheday whenhealth careisoffered through
yourplaceofemployment,andworryconstantlyabouttheinstabilityofworkingat
ajobthatdoesn 'trequireahigh levelofskills.Turnoverratesarehigh there.You're
lucky ifyoudon'thaveto closeonenightandopenthenextmorning,andyouhave
little timeorenergytodoanythingbut collapseintobedwhenyoufinallygethome
atnight.

Now imagine that you have noother choice than a dead-end job.No, working
retailisn'tthe worstfateimaginable,but being trappedintodoingsojustmight be.
Thesekindsofconcernsareexactly whatmostofusarestrivingtoavoidby attending
college,butit's important toremember there are manywholack thisopportunity.
Fortunately,President BillClinton is trying to pushthe dooropen alittle wider

forall Americans toreceivehigher education.Inhis Stateof theUnion Address,
Clinton outlinedwidespreadplansforincreasingfinancialaid.Heseemstobereally
working on behalf of the students and the non-students who need the very
measureshe'sproposinginorder toescape alifetimeofdrudgery.Includedinhis
planare:

—

" anincreasein thenumberofstudentsreceiving work study
from700,000 to 1 million(100,000 ofwhich willbe tutoring
elementary schoolkids to improve their readingskills)
" PellGrants willbeextendedto 500,000people
" lowerinterest rates; 4millionstudentswouldreceivea fifty
percentreduction in theircollege loaninterest rates, while
another2.5millionwouldsee 25 percentoftheir interestrates

—

disappear

All ofthis willhopefullybeimplementedby the 2002,althoughsomechanges
willbemadeinas littleas threeyears.Ofcourse,mostofthestudents atSU today
won' t perhapsbedirectlyaffected by thisbecausethey willhavegraduatedbythen,
but thatdoesn't mean there won'tbebenefits for all.Some may be able to take
advantageofthesenewsolutionswhencomingback tocompletegraduateschool,
and some mayhavebrothers,sisters,cousins,orchildren of theirown who willbe
able to attend collegebecauseof better financial aid packages.In addition, as
membersofthework force, we willall appreciatehavingbetter-educatedemployeesand colleagues to work with.
Even more importantare the strides thiskindofeffort fromClintonis making
towardsequality.Theuneducated are unable toadvanceinlife employerslook
for employees with degrees. Everyone deserves a college education because
everyonedeserves achance tomake a betterlifefor him- orherself.
It's important that weletourelectedofficials know that wearebehindthem on
this.Itcanbe as easyas sendingane-mail to thePresident, the Viee-Prcsident,or
theSpeakeroftheHousethat says,"IsupportClinton'sefforts toincrease financial
aidandyoushould, too."Somee-mailaddresses to try are:

—

Conversation with a killer
Thereis a tension in ourjudicial
system betweenlaws and the particularity ofcrimes.When judging
a case, rational distancing is esteemed, while compassion is
frowned upon. The complexityof
cases must always be edited and
narrowedby theprocess inorder to
have a speedy trial. The judge determineswhatis pertinentand what

is not.
PresidentClinton president@whitehousc.gov
Vice-PresidentAlGore vicc-prcsident@whitehousc.gov
SpeakerNewtGingrich georgia6@hr.house.gov
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As asociety, we supportthecourt
system because it produces "just
punishment."Without the courts,
we wouldhave norecourse but to
take the law into our own hands,
and chaos would ensue. Isupport
havinglaws, but after a conversationwith aconvictedmurderer,my
faith in the penal system has been

shaken.
Every other week, a group of
Seattle University students visits
with prisoners at Monroe Detention facility. Ihavebeen a part of
the group for a few months. Recently Imet Jeff, a 30-something,
average-looking white male. We
have talked on and off during my
visits. Our conversations are usu—
allyeasygoing he tells me about
the schoolshe went to and the job
he had at a computer company, I
talk about classes I'm taking and
what Iwant to do after Igraduate.
Sometimes,hetells meabout prison
lil'cjokingaboutthecommonmisconception that life in jailis full of
gang rapes, daily fights and stabbings.
The last time Iwent, we started
talking about daily struggles. He,
like many other prisoners, is worried about the decline of the community inprison.Ifound this astonishingbecauseIoften worryabout
thedeclineof thecommunity in the
"outside" world.We had fun com-

CATHERINE LEPIANE
Spectator Columnist
ing up with all the reasons for the
lacking sense of community in the
world today.

We talked for an hour, discuss-

Jeff was theonlyprisonerItalked
to that night. We began to realize
that our time was nearly up. Jeff
that
tooka deep breath and told me
'
daughter.
has
a
Hedoesn
t
to
get
he
see her, as she was only a baby
when he was incarcerated. Iwas
saddened by that, because Jeff
would havebeen a great dad.Then
Iremembered that he must have
some other dark part to him, since
he'sa convictedmurderer.Isomehow started to believe that the person he killed was his wife.
Jeff confirmed my suspicions.
He told me that at the time, he had
been facing a lotof stress at work,
he had the new baby at home,and
his therapist was not helping any.
He said he oftenthought aboutsui-

ing the penal system. Ilistened
closely to his assessment. He was
very honest about the fact that he
belongs in prison for the time being.Iknew thathe must havekilled
someone,since allthe members of
the groupwe're meeting with have.
Jeff told me he knew the victim's
family well, and has not talked to
them since the crime. He said he
often wonders what punishment
they want for him.I
didn't respond,
to
him to reveal cide. Istruggled to maintain eye
wanting
push
not
more thanhe wascomfortablewith. contact, knowing he was merely
Jeff said he thinks the victims' providinga context for the crime.
familiesshould have moreof a say
Jeff told me he just lost control.
He
sentencing
in the
ofcriminals. He
came home after a "bad day."
evensaid that, incases of thedeath What a euphemism for killing your
penalty,families ofvictims should wife! Icouldn'thelpbut think that
be given the option of killing the his wife had a much worse day.
murderer themselves. We got into Looking into his eyes, it seemed
anargument aboutthatbecauseI'm unreal tobe there, face-to- face with
staunchly anti-death penalty.The a murderer. Ilet him know that I
morewe talkedabout what should was having a hard time coming to
be done to criminals, the less able grips with the fact thathe not only
wewere tocome up with a solution. has seen a body lying dead on the
Jeff frequentlybroughtup"the good ground, but that he was himself
of the community," something I responsible for that.Jeff answered
really like about him. But Ialso thathehad ahardtimedealing with
knewhe was a murderer, although thathimself.
Iwas without details.
Iaskedhim, if he got out, would
confidence,
I
him
what
In
asked
that everhappenagain?Heassured
he thinks about O.J. Simpson.He me that he would takehis own life
toldme O.J. was guilty and got off before letting things get that bad
totally agreed again.Jeffsaid thathe thinks about
becausehe was rich.I
with him. Foolishly, Isaid, "That his parentlcss daughter and cries.
guy is a cold-blooded wife killer, While he didnot speak ofany deep
andheshould belocked up!" These remorse or guilt that he feels, it
wordshaveplaguedme forthe past
few weeks.
See Killer on page 11
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"Pidgin " Slang" Jargon " Lingo "

Ebonics

" Vernacular " Colloquialisms " Jive"

Noble experiment can benefit students Teaching Ebonics sets up students for failure
InDecember,the Oakland,California Board of Education announced a planto assist AfricanAmerican school children by using Ebonics as ameans of raising
theratherdismal academic results
that have become commonplace in
Oaklandandothcrcities. Immediately theplan wasmet withskepticismandcontempt from itsdetrac-

people it is trying to help.

separatelanguagethat wouldput it
in the class of foreign languages
like Spanish and Japanese. Thus
Ebonics would becomeeligible for
Federal fundingunderthe bilingual
education laws. Most linguistic

children,it willalso spurother variants of English todo the same thing

Besides theharm that recogniz-

ing Ebonics will bring on black

scholars have concluded that
Ebonics is aninner city slang form
of English,used by black children.
can students makeup5 1 percentof What the Oakland School Board
the population in Oakland's has proposed is outrageous. To
schools, yet fill 70 percent of the recognize a slang formof English
seatsinremedialclasses there.This as aseparatelanguage wi11do more
typeofimbalance has to be changed harm than good. In the longrun,
or else an entire generationstands Ebonics actually hurts black people
to be lost.
and it will spur other variants of
The Oakland Board can set an English to seek the same recogniexample for many other school tion as a separate language as
districts around the country by Ebonics is seekingright now.
moving forward with the plan to
I
agree withmost linguisticscholincorporate Ebonics. Whileit may ars in concluding that Ebonics is
seemunjust that thesestudents arc inner city slang. It is a form of
beingtargetedas if they werelearn- English. In a recent issue of "The
ingdisabled,the factsnonetheless Economist,"the articlementioned
seemobvious that a changeis nec- that Ronald Reagan in 1981 deessary,and with the types of change claredblack English as a form of
that have been outlined the risks Englishandnot aseparalelanguage.

(aught in Ebonics will not attaina
bettergraspof English, which will
hurt them in the longrun.
Another thing to remember is
that the Oakland School Board is

areas.

are very minimal. The use of

trying

Ebonics is a noble experiment
which has the potential to do tremendous amounts of good for a
large numberofstudents. Far too
manystudents ofall backgrounds
and all social classes fallbehind in
their education and are never afforded an opportunity to recover.
This is too apparent in inner-city
schools such as those in Oakland,
wherelack of fundingoften contributes to students' early educationaldemise.The OaklandBoard
of Education has obviously suggesteda way toimprove scholastic
output, so why not try it? The plan
callsfor retrainingteachersto teach
Ebonics while at the same time
bringing African-American students to where they can compete
on the same academic level as

Ebonics is therefore merited and children (but not all) have more
undeniable, and not topush ahead troublethanothers inlearning stanwith it wouldbe denyingaffected dard English, as evident in the

tors,

who declared it extreme and

the longrun and will hurt the very

AnOaklandschool boarddistrict

recently proposed recognizing
"Ebonics," a combination of the
words "ebony"and "phonics," as a

unnecessary. This reactionseems
ridiculous given the scope of what
theBoardis trying to accomplish.
It is trying to raise scores and
standards within its district, while
at the same time improving the
likelihoodof success for many inner-city children, whose only options inlife seem to beeithercrime
or poverty. The primary point to
the Ebonics debate, however, is
that in the Oakland schools very
little is going to change;the Board
saw fit tore-adapt a teachingstyle
according to achange in priori ties.
This type of change falls under the
same scope as phasing out slide
rules for mathematics, and more

recently phasing in computer science courses for a widerrange of

other students of other backgrounds. The program is loosely
modeledafterthe English as a Second Language (ESL) programs
which have successfully helped
many peopleintegratemoreeasily
into Americaneducationand life.
Although figures vary,the number
ofAfrican-Americanstudents who
end upinremedial classes (in Oakland) is appalling. According to
one CBS report, African-Ameri-

JOHN WARD
Spectator Columnist

There is no doubtthat manyblack

students the educationtheyare en-

amount of blacks who arc inreme-

titled to.
John Ward is a freshman
majoringin politicalscience.

dial Englishclasses. Proponentsof
Ebonics advocate that it will help
blackchildren betterlearn standard

JayBalasbas

Spectator Columnist
English. However,to dignify ghetto
slangdoes nothelp themlearn standardEnglishbetter.By teachingin
ghetto slang, teachers will not be
doing their jobin helping students
learn correct English. Rather, later
in life, these students will have
trouble whereproperEnglishis re-

quired, suchascollegeessays. One
cannot go to a job interview and
speak Ebonics. Professors will not
accept papers written in Ebonics.
In short, black students who are

to

gain federal funding

to

teach Ebonics. We have enough
problems as it is in teaching standard English to all students. Why
complicatethingsfurtherby spending limitededucationresourceson
something that will not work anyway? Thisis counterproductivein

Ebonics is doing. One example
"The Economist" points out is
"federish," terms used in Washington, D.C., like cloture, rescission,andother terms thatonly congressmenand followers ofpolitics
wouldunderstand. Imagine somethinglikethat gettingfederal funds.
ByrecognizingEbonics as a separate language, the dooropens for
abuse of federal funding for programsdesigned forothcrpurposes.
Iam glad to hear that Congress
has alreadysaid no to funding for
Ebonics. Even the Clintonadministrationhasstatedthatthe Oakland

SchoolBoardismistakenifitthinks
it will receive federal funding (a

real surprise comingfromthisPresident). Ebonics is something that
will not work and it is a waste of
timeandmoney to think that it will
work. Toget by in this country, you
need tolearnstandardEnglish. For
most citizens born in this country,
English is their first language. It
should not be as hard for them to
learn standard English as it would
be for someone who is an immigrant and English is their second
language.

Jay Balasbas is a freshma,
majoring inpoliticalscience.

Letter To the Editor:

marijuanamaybepopulabr,uit'snot wr
orthe
isk
Thanks, Jay Balasbas, for your "lecture"on marijuana

produces negativecardiovasculareffects. The heart rate of
the subjects in the study increased 29beats per minute with
marijuana. One ofthe concerns treatment specialists watch
for withindividuals goingthrough withdrawl from marijuana
is thelevel of stress thatplaces on their hearts.
Research shows (hat damage is done to brain cells, that oui
have hadnerve cell damage and whose hippocampus has lungs and hearts arenegatively affected, that ouremotional
growth is stunted,our relationships impaired, and our
undergonepathological changes. Otheranimal studies
have focused on the hippocampus,the major component productivity decreasedwith marijuana use.
Marijuanais the most commonlyused illicit drug in the
of the brain's limbic systems, which is crucial for
learning,memory,and the integrationof sensory
U.S.Ithasbeen tried by many, set aside by most, and used
experiences withemotionsand motivation.Those studies continuallyby others.Statistics find that 60.9million
found that THC suppresses the neuronal activity of the
Americans (31.1percent) have usedmarijuana at least once
in their lifetimes, and 28.6 million(14.8 percent) have usedit
hippocampus.
Further,scientists at the Universityof California,Los within the past year.It's popular,but isit worth therisk?
Angeles, have found that thedaily use of one to three
Information taken from theNationalInstitute ofDrug
Abuse(NIDA) MarijuanaUpdate,available on Netscape at:
marijuanajoints appears toproduceapproximately the
"
same lungdamage and potentialcancer risk as smoking http://www.health.org/.
five times as many cigarettes.
JOSOIMI » IC jO >» «111, dj
addition,
findings
marijuana
In
recent
show that
Y^ellncss 'mdPrevention
use. I,too, havefriends whouse marijuana and have not
lived up to their potential, but your comments about the
drugdestroying braincells have yet tobe proven.
Research givesus onestudy of rats, who with chronic
exposuretoTHC (the active ingredient in marijuana)

\

Killer: Where is justice when aperson's crime becomes his identity?
From

10

away my chair and fled from Jeff
without saying good-bye. Ipre-

permeated allof his words.He was
very aware of whathe did and the
hurthecaused. Whatanoverwhelming weight to carry every day. Jeff
added that he was close to his inlawsbefore the murder, butdid not
know if they wantedhim dead. He
said that if his death would case
theirpain, wouldn't that bethe least
he could do?
Iwas left without words.
The facilitator announced that it
was time to leave. Iclumsily put

tended that nothing had happened,
after being completely unable to
respond to his confession.
Iwas confronted with a reality
which Idid not and do not fully
understand. It is always so much
easier todeal withcrime when you
can reduce a criminaldown tonothingmore thanananimal.ButJeffis
veryhuman, veryordinary. Should
Idespise him for his act or show
him compassion? CanI
even dothe
latter?These are questionsI
asked

pa%e

myselfwhileIwas waiting to leave
the room and return to the van.
AsI
waswalkingaway,hesmiled
at me

from across theroom.

Ifeltlike a failure.
I
amstill not sure whattomakeof
the whole situation. Yes, Jeff is a
murderer and yes, he has caused

"reforming" himand makinghim a
better student. Ialso think that he
shouldpay forhis crime.lean think
of noalternativepunishment.I
also
know that the punishment he continuously inflicts upon himself is
more painful than living in a fiveby-nine cell for25 years.

plexity of every case, we can't apply the law and account for the
particularity. However, we can't
constitute compassion. What we
can do, as a society, is be compassionate when weserveonjury duty
and demand the same from judges.

more pain thanhe canever pay for.
Yet, despite societal pressure to
simply labelhim"killer"anddisregardhim, there is a side tohim that
Isimply can't force myself to despise.Heis not ananimal. I
do not

Icannot rejoice in his imprisonment nor can Ifight for his freedom.Icry out for justice and find

This does not translateinto lighter
sentencesorfewer convictions,but
means that we recognize the humanityof the criminal.

only silence. Is justice something
we tell ourselves exists in order to
sleepbetter at night,or isit an ideal

think that keepinghim inprison is

that can be achieved? In the com-

Catherine LePiane is a junior
majoring inphilosophy andlit.
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Manning the ship
Swim coach Craig Mallery looks at
SU's first ever meet and the future of a

youngprogram
JASON
LICHTENBERGER
StaffReporter
Withagleaminggrinonhis face,
Seattle University swimming
coach CraigMallery said,"Swimmers make surprisingly big

splashes."

-

MATT ZEMEK Sports Editor

Bowled Over
College football is a sporting treasure in America.It offers more
color, regional flavor and emotion than the pro game does.Professionalrivalries are about wins and losses; college rivalries are about
braggingrights andhistory. The AppleCup is a statewideevent that
captures the passions of Washingtonians ina way that the SeahawkRaider rivalrynever could.
You'd think that college football, with its youthful participants,
age-oldtraditions andstoriedrivalries,wouldbe immune to the things
that have tarnished pro sports: money,politics and (blunt as it may

And thatis exactly what theSU
swimming team did.
The Chieftain swimming team
competed in SU's first everswim
meet, Saturday at The Evergreen
State College,and cameaway with
a moral and team victory.
The women's team crushed the
host school 135-33 placingthem

23, for it is SU's onlyothermeet of

the year.
On the women's team, Jamie
Baertschiger also has a chance at
qualifying for nationals. Her time
in the 100 meter backstroke was
onesecond off thequalifyingmark.
"I'm very optimistic," Mallery
said of the upcoming conference
meet. "These times are very commendable to the hardworkthe athleteshave put in this year. A lot of
themhavenotcompeted ina couple
of years."
"I think we surprised a lot of
people at the meet with a win," he
added. "Being a first year squad
and drawing exclusivelyfrom SU

on each team.
He willhavehis work cutout for
himthough. Most ofthemembers
of the women's team will be returning next year. On the other
side, though, an undermanned
men's team will lose one-thirdof

its team tograduation. It will take
a lot of work for Mallery to fill
these gaps.
Mallerysaid,"Thenumbers will
get there. The word is getting
aroundthatSU has a swimteam."
He added, "There is a great re-

cruiting class

out

of the Pacific

Northwest, as well as alot ofinterest from California and Florida.
Seattle drawsinterestfromthis age

sound) stupidity. However,theselection of teamsforlast December's
bowlgames showed that college football's postseasonis determined
by a corporate mentality that looks solely at the bottom line. That's
not whatcollege athletics is supposed to be about.
In many bowlgames today,teams arepicked on thebasisof how
muchrevenue theycan generateforthat bowl game,its organizers and
its host city.In 1996, goodmatchups weresacrificed and teams got
shafted at the expense of...well...expenses.Here are the examples:

In the Copper Bowl, an 8-3 Utah team was picked over a 10-2
Wyoming team to represent the Western Athletic Conference forthe
annual game,playedin Tucson, Ariz. Why did this travesty occur?
Utah has consistently brought a lot more fans to bowl games than
Wyoming has over the years. That's what the bowl's selection
committee wanted to know.
The Gator Bowl, whichis supposed to select the secondbest team
from theBigEast Conference,took a 7-4West Virginia team overan
8-3 Miami team that had beaten West Virginia and tied for the
conference title (West Virginia was fourth). West Virginia's fans are
wellknown fortheir support oftheir teams.In the 1994 Sugar Bowl,
theMountaineers faced mightyFlorida in a mismatch.However,their
fans snappedup the school's allotment of 35,000 tickets in a matter
of hours,and that fact was not ignoredby the Gator Bowl committee.
Lastbut not least, thehometownWashington Huskies were cruelly
shaftedin this year's bowl season. Follow the bouncing buck.
The Huskies should have played Colorado, as they did in the
Holiday Bowl.Butthematchup shouldhave taken place inthe Cotton
Bowl, whichpays more to the schools, is on New Year'sDay and is
onnationalnetwork TV- threehugepluses forafootball program. But
theCotton Bowl selected BYUand Kansas State for the game,even
though BYUlost to Washington andKSUlost toColorado during the
regular season.How could this happen?
In the previous season, Colorado went to the Cotton Bowl and did
not bring many fans. Thus, the Cotton Bowl committee simply
brushedoff the Buffaloes and opted for Kansas State, their Big 12
Conference rival.
Meanwhile,BYUwas denieda shotat theFiestaBowl,atop-level
bowl gameplayedin Tempe, Ariz.As a result, the next best gameon
theladder for BYU was- you guessed it -theCotton.
The painful irony of this is that BYUdidn't go to theFiesta Bowl
because of economic considerations. Perm State, the team that was
invited over BYU, had a longstandingrelationship with the bowl as
a five-time participant over two decades. Since the early 19705,
PSU's fans haveembraced the climate,resortsand shoppingmallsin
the Valley of the Sun during central Pennsylvania winters. The
presence ofmonicd and loyal Nittany Lion fans gave PermState the
leverageit needed to gel the FiestaBowl bid.

On a Phoenix talk show, a disgruntled BYU fan gave ten reasons
why his team waskept out oftheFiestaBowl.His bestreasonwasthis:
Mormonsdon'tbreak theTen Commandments,but they don'tbreak
$20 bills, either.

When realities like thai dominate collegeathletics, it's no wonder
that sport has lostmuch of its purity and innocence.

second, behind Linfield College.
The men's team fared quite well
withonly five swimmers in com-

petition.Inorder tomakeit through
aphysicallygruelingmeet,aschool

normally carries 18 members on
each team.
"Based on how revved up the
expected them tocomteam was,I
well," Mallery said.
very
pete
"However, Idid not expect these
kindof results. Evergreen's team
has been around for a while."
In their victory, the womenwon
an amazingIOof the 11 events.
Individually both teams shined
as well. Junior

students, Ithink no one expected
us to come witha team thatcould
be competitive."
Mallerycreditssuccess withthe
hard work and great attitude of
every memberon the squad.
"Traininghas its merit, but it's

competition that most athletes get
reallyjazzedabout,"Mallerysaid.
"They have performed well and
kept positive attitudesdespite just
twomeets this year."

Thatsaysa lot for the seniors on
this team, who have endured so
long, yet only get to compete in
two meets, as the swimming team

group, and SU is becoming wellknownnationally."
Mallery brings a lot of experience to the swimming program.
Hestarted offhis swimming career
when he was five in the Sacramento, Calif, area. He competed
there all through high school, and
attended Boston University on a
swimmingscholarship.
He completed all four years at
Boston U.and served twoyears as
an assistantcoach on the team after
graduating.Heis the schoolrecord

holder in the 50 and 100
freestyle events.

meter

He has now been

TimTeodora was

working at SU for

justtenthsofasee-

sevenyears,thelast

ond off the national qualifying

time in both the
50 and 100 meter
men's freestyles
Mallery expects improvements in those
times, as Teodora
was unrestcd.

"Tim has (he
ability to make
those qualifying
times in our next

Based on how revved up the
expected them to
team was, I
compete very well. However, I
did not expect these kinds of
results. Evergreen's team has
been around for a while.
Craig Mallery, SU Swim

meet," he pre-

dicted.
In order toqualify for nationals,
Tcodora must bring those times
downby theupcomingconference
meet the weekendofFebruary 21-

is onlyrecognizedas a club sport
Next season the swimming team
willcompete in10meets, soCoach
Mallery hopes to get those numbers up to theideal36 members, 18

Coach

four with the athletic department.
Thisishis firstyear
as ahead swimming
coach.
With all this recruiting to worry
about, Mallery is
still trying

to stay

focused on the upcoming conference
meet. With his leadership and experience, and the continued tremendous

effort fromhis athletes,he hopes to
turn a few more heads, and send a
couple of his athletes to nationals.
Not bad for the team's firstyear
in existence.
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DIVINGINTO
UNCHARTEDWATERS
SU swim team makes history with first ever meet

Gary Love

/

Special to the Spectator

TienneyMilnur oftheSU women's swim team competes inthe 100 meter butterfly on Saturday at TheEvergreenState College.In the
first swimmeet inSeattleU. history, the women'steam dominated, winningJO ofthe 11events at the meet, heldin Olympia,Wash.

SU women:
Everything but
the finish
Lady Chieftains defend,
rebound well, only to lose
MATT ZEMEK
Sports Editor
On Saturday night, the Seattle
University women's basketball
teamhustled and scrapped against
SimonFraser, only to lose,61-47.
It was oneof those nights when
coachesandplayerscan onlyshrug
their shoulders and move on.
Against the Clansmen (22-3, 5-0
PNWAC), whowere ridingan 1 1

-

game winning streak, SU figured
to be in trouble at the defensive
end of the floor. They had to deal
withEva Aiken, a 63" center who
racked up41 points, 16boards and
7 blocks inherprevioustwogames.
However, the Lady Chieftains
(9-11, 2-3 PNWAC) more than
held their own against Aiken and
SFU's tall front line. SU

lapsed on her and pushed her underneaththebasket.Thisprevented
Aiken from getting good looks at
the basket. Instead, shehad to give
up the ball.
SFU'sinterioroffense nevergot

into a groove, but the resourceful
Clansmen were able to beat the
Ryan Nishio

ONDECK
Nextfor the Lady Chieftains
Tonight vs.
WesternWashington
Connolly Center,7:00 p.m.

The LadyChieftains will not
have anotherhome game until
theirregular season finale on
March 1,when they face
Lewisand Clark State.

outrebounded the Clansmen 38-33, and they containedAiken with

Lady Chieftains from the perim-

quick defensive reactions around

eter.Meanwhile, SU was not able
to knock down open three-point
shots at the other end of the floor.

thebasket.

When Simon Fraser tried to get
the ball inside to Aiken, Julie Orth
and the rest of SU's defense col-

The disparity in three-point
shooting made the difference in

/ Photo Editor

Julie Orth tries to beat a doubleteam with apass. When the SUoffense did, they couldn 7hit open threes.
the game. Ironically,a game decided by three-point shooting figured tobe to SU's advantage.The
effort,intensity andexecutionwere
there; the shots just didn't drop.
A fewpatternsemerged behind

miss.
The other major patterncame at
the other end of the floor, where
theLady Chieftains wereunable to
break down the Clansmen's de-

the game's general trends. After
Aikenhad to pass theball outside,
SFU got their three-point shots by
spreadingout SU's defense.
In theirhalfcourt sets, SFUused
skip passes and extended passes
from the corners to the top of the

size made its presence felt at the
defensive end, clogging up the
middle and forcing SU to hit pe-

rimeter shots.

three-point arc. This maneuver

at

forced SU's defenders to cover
more territory.Leftopen for threes,
SFU's perimeter shooters didn't

knock them down, and their win-

fenseand get theball inside.SFU's

For much of the game, SU's
perimeter shooters hada freeshooting hand, giving themgood looks

the basket; they simply didn't

dow of opportunity vanished.
SU had two players score in

double figures.Orthhad 12points,
whileErin Brandenburg added 10.
SUpoint guard Shannon Welch
felt that there were openings in the
SFU defense, but that they could
have been exploited with
ballhandling creativity.
"We didn't pump fake (to get
openshots),"Welch said.
SU head coach Dave Cox was
pleased with the team's defensive
effortandparticularlyontheboards.
The Lady Chieftains just didn't hit
the open shot.
"Whenever we followed plays
through, we did a goodjob,"Cox

said.
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Northern and Southern Exposure
Tayon Paysinger, SU's point guard, has developed his game in
Alaska and North Carolina with college andpro hoops stars
ERIK BERNINGER
StaffReporter
When Trajan Langdon gets
drafted to the NBA, Tayon
Paysingerwillbe there toeongralulate his best friend.
Paysinger, Seattle University's
point guard, grew up playingbasketball with Langdon in Anchorage, Alaska,at East High School.

"Trajan andIwould practiceuntil
one, twoo'clock in themorningon

Friday and Saturday nights," he
said.

"We

nationally,and twice statewide.
"When Iwent to East High, we
were expected to win," Paysinger
said. East High School has won
nine boys basketball state titles.
Thepast twofalls,Paysingerhas
visited LangdoninDurham, N.C.,
home of Duke University, where
Langdon studies and plays. He
makes the visits to stay in close
contact with his friendand basketball sparring partner. Langdon, a
two sport athlete,has become one
ofthe top prospects forNBA scouts
becauseofhis
dominant play

both
have a
passion
for the
game."

I
love basketball
because it's a game

Their

of tangibles. Every

work

eth i c
contrib-

situation is
different in this

Paysingercharacterizeshisown
game as "raw and aggressive."
"Ilike todrive on my opponent
and hear the crowd," he commented. "Standard pass-the-ballaroundbasketballboresme.Iwant
to make things happen."

(3.8 per game) as the Chieftains
won the leaguetitle.
"Lastseasonwasveryemotional.
When we startedout 1-11,1 wasin
tears," he said. "Coming back
against the odds to win the league
title filled me with relief."
Paysinger can also play tenacious halfcourt defense, as shown

atDukc.acollege basketball powerhouse.Hehas
also signed a
minor league
baseball contract with the
San DiegoPadres.
While at
Duke.

uted to
the success of
the East
Tayon Paysinger
High
School's
1
basketball program. Paysingcr is
such as NBA star
"Going to play at Duke with
the only Alaskan highschool basTrajan and the other athletes has
ketball player to be on four state
champion teams. Inhis tour years definitelyelevated my game.Iget
at East, the team lost only 11 times
to experiencehigh-calibercompe-

sport.

tition," he explained.

Granmil'r

Paysingcr hasbecome the "distributor" in theChieftains' offensive scheme.He not only wants to
pass,buthe alsofeelsthathis shooting has improved this year.
"My averagepoints per game is
up, and I've maintained my assists," Paysinger said.
He ledSU in assists last season

by his 3 1steals last season."Coach
Hairstonhas taught mehow toplay
tight man-to-mancollegedefense,"
he said.
Paysingcr is majoring in Business so that he can one day be a
marketingexecutive.When asked
ifhe willevercoach basketball,he
replied, "Thai is something I'm

definitely going to do in the fu-

ture."
He feels that basketball is his
from everything in
life. "I'll alwaysplay,"Paysinger
said. "I love basketball because
it's a game of tangibles. Every
situationis different in this sport."
Hecharacterizesthis year's team
as an "effective team unit
that is capable of accomplishing many things."
The team has suffered by
losingscholarship athletes
and not having the ability
to replace them.
"We are in the gray area
between(NCAA)Division
111 and NAIA," he noted.
"The guys on the bench
are getting in the game a
lot more. They are getting
the experienceneeded for
us to stay successful."
When his career isover.
he hopestoberemembered
as "a top pointguard who
won whilehe was at SU." For the
timebeing though,Paysinger will
keep passing the ball to his SU
teammateswhile watchinghis best
friend attempt to reach stardomin
the NBA orMLB.
great escape

"Trajan willmake it, Ijust know
it."
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Pi Delta, the Criminal Justice
Honor Society, will be holding
meetings every second Tues.of
each month at 7:30 AM in the
Bellarmine
, Cate.
, Non-members
are welcome!
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions.

Off Campus Bible Study
Tuesdays at 8:30 PM at
First Presbyterian, located
on Bth and Madison, 4th
floor. Find encouragement
for your soul. 624-0644.
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CHILD CARE-PART
TIME
Pick up and care for two
children 9& 4 yrs. in
Seward Park. Must have
car, references. Mon.Thurs.,3:00-6:00P.M.
Nice environment: good
pay. 324-2 1 50 days, 72516 61 eves.

-

*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-SSOO weekly mailing
phone cards. For information
send a self-addressed stamped
Envelope to:Inc RO Box 0887,
Miami, FL 33 164.
$1000's POSSIBLETYPING.
Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free ( I) 800-898-9778 Ext. T9260 for listings.

'
a etS "eC d
;
.. weekends, and....
Days,nights,
noli-

,

days

Call and leave a message at

_
9q7 465

$1000's POSSIBLE
READINGBOOKS. Part
Time. AtHome. TollFree
(I) 800-898-9778 Ext.R"
««*««
9260
for listings.
■"

,

,

.
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JACKRABBIT
a gormet cafeteria
P/T cashier/barista M-F days.
Fast, accurate, cheerful, teamspirited. Great place to work.
Call today. Located on 2nd Aye
between Marion /Madison.2926922 Susan

-

Receptionist/Administrative
Assistantsneeded
P/Twork for 2 students. $7.00/
noui% one student works from
8:3O a.m.- 12:30 p.m. and the
other will work from 12:30p.m.
-5:00p.m. We are a law firm
located downtown. Light
typing. Experience is a plus.
Fax resume to 292.2419

.

Management Internships
Available
manage your own business
next summer. Last year the
average manager earned
$10,087. If you feel you have
°
the leadershipr attitude tomange
your peers and work with a
reputable company, call 82233««

j^p^i

JZy

.

v Am?nT
lAft
WANTEDrTutor/Afterschool
babysitter for 2 St. Joe's girls
st and 3rd grade> non-smoker,
needs car, M-Th. Call Cathy or
Bob 329-1 642after 6P.M.

Tourism Opportunities

Male nursing student
needed for disabled young

No experience necessary!
Paid training! Make this a
summer youmi
11 always
,
remeber!
Enjoy the greatest summer
you'll ever get paid to experience Gray Line) a subsidiary of tne premier leisure
travel organization, Holland

man once a month from Sat

America line Westours, is
,
,
beginning the summer/
sesonal staffing Process for:

. .

" " '|
jg
°

North to Alaska
Offer
tio wh e tou
some T me wona mosi

magnificent and unspoiled
oun

..

Provide

Northwes^Explore
.
.

vacations to our guests,
including Seattle Mount
Rainer, Vancouver, Victoria.

,

If you are an ethusiastic and
energetic peop e pleaser who
puts custOmers #1-We want
to ta|
k to you! EOE/AA
You must be at least 21 years
old by Marcn |st and have

.

drjvi

fe

We provide full, paid
train" it
n
ing. Come by and visit us at
our Seattle Headquarters or
send a letter or interest to:
j

@6pm to Sunday noon, send
.««%«*
response
to P.O. Box 30872
r
Seattle, WA 98103(including
salary requested).

SFRVICES
Tf
nu
International
students.D
V- i1
Greencard Program avaiable.1 800-773-8704. Applications
close Feb-24-97.Cost $29
ADOPTION
college-educated,
appy,
loving,
H
finacially-secure Caucasian

\ZJuSt

newborn. Promises: lots of love,
lau§ hter and lullabies: anursery
full of toys
J and exciting family
J
vacations; gentle, loyalfblack Lab
P"PPy eager for playmate: and
future college education! Cornpleted favorable home studyOpen or closed adoption-well
respect your Wlshes Please call
collect (206) 485-2512.

.
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$$FAST
FUNDRAISERSS
Raise up to $1250 in one
week! Greeks,clubs,

. .

, ,.

,..,,

motivativated individuals.
finada ob
Ea

MATH" CHEMISTRY -SAM
Gray Line of Seattle and BLIDEN M.S.
Alaska
College instructor and tutor 16 years.
300 Elliot Aye W
BUSISNESS " HISTORY TED
-.-,, no iri
„„,„„
c
Seattle,
HEIKFB.A.,M.B.A.
WA 981 19
For more information, please Personalized tutoring 10AM-11PM 7
days.
call.Gray Line of Alaska
(206)281 -0559 or Gray Line 4224 UNIVERSITY WAY
545-0380
of Seattle (206) 626-52 11

Jennie Fillingim

...

. .

.

.
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YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THESPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.

CITY:
PHONENUMBER:
My classfied as should appear under the
My ad should read:

STATE/ ZIPCODE:

heading.It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900 BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH or call 296-6474

|
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G Acoustical Night
willbe a mini-concert on
U■ There
Monday,February 10, from

JL

<^<^ ■■

8-10 p.m. in Upper SUB.

/ Jll^V Sarah Fischer, Jill Cohn and Scott
)) Montgomery
will perform.
1
&
r

por tlie Record.
_.
*
„ ,
.
Bands,
Thank you to all who at- bILi
Battle of **.
the «

j

V^^/

tended Battleof the Bands,
Over 450 people attended.
nf IVinaneSS
Pnnrlnm >\CTS
Ark OF
l^inHnocc
KQnaom
pretty Fish Charmer took
first place in the electric
Doy iS FobrUOry 13!
category.which lands them
A perfect day to be kind to yourself,your Valena slot to play at Quadstock.
tine'orastranserf
&
Siesta Tonight took second
place and Flood took third
Stop by the SUB between
place.
<-^
11a.m. and 1:45 p.m.
In the Acoustic catfor free hot cocoa and
;
£VBk&j\ I e6ory' Susan Palmer took
a slot at
marshmallows. DecoV flrst Place and
Virtuous Pa"
Quad
rate a cookie or cupcake,
gans took second place,
\\ Y^vT^^gOT^
to
grao a rose, .usien z.
The Cunning Linguists
/H\Vp
L-*
2sJ±l
poetry andmusic. EVi
took third place
erything is free,but donations will be accepted.
Thanks to the judges of

&fl|\
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This event is brought to you by ASSU, APISO, Alianza,
P«He.i,hcl
ub.n
Call Rep.Joanne Bahntona at 296-6050if you have any questions.
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Laurie Prince, Director of
NewStudent Programs, will
be acting as the ASSU advison Any concerns regarding
ASSU Council and Staff,
uch as signatures arbitrary complaints, and other
things that Laurie is going
to nave \earn about, should
be directed her way.

f

$15 for the first 200 tickets
sold to SU

$20 for ticketsafter those

.r-

"^
200aresold
for tickets sold at the
door
oyiu

Dinner and Entertainment $25
r..

a«^

10 p.m.- la.m.
Dance
Fill your senses with the tastes, sounds, and visions of

me Flllplno cutturßm

Thenightincludes anAll-You-Can-

Eatbuffet dinner, abar (tothose of age) and a dance.

q,

FREE TRANSPORTATION willbeprovided to SU students.

liatu accepted. AUate welcome!

The eventislocated at57016th Aye. S. in Georgetown.
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Madrano.

Treosures of the Philippines

_,>

Vi^

r.
who
include: Kara Storey, Joe
Rodriguez,lsaac Miller,
SteveFord.Markßhonemus,
Molly McCarthy, Romie
Ponce. JoshTolles. Brittany
Retzlaff
and
Jason

Kavamcinan Ng
w Pilipinas:
■

February 22
Vcdetdiue Q>VGA>ni
Ote Qamina!
'
'in
the Atrium of the
Seattle Design Center
jl^A
from 6 p.m.- 10 p.m.
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if you meet me, i'll meet you...

pre-Heaith club presents

J|L
On Friday, February 7at noon, NateUllrich, <%&*
W^*
a second-year Medical Student at the Uni- Q~Hl;y)
versity of Washington (and SU graduate) will X2*S(
speak about his experiences in medical

Join a Committee!
Accounts Committee meets on Tuesdays from 12:00-1:00 p.m.

Guest Speaker Nate Ullrich

school as well as his volunteer experience with
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.

\SjO

Activities Committee meets on Wednesdays from 3:30-4:30 p.m.

fW^

Clubs Committee meets on Wednesdays
from 1:00-1:45 p.m.

v^^J
V?V

The event will take place in the Biology Seminar Room,
first floor Barman Building.

s^T
CflV

Elections Committee meets on Wednesdays from 5:15-6:00 p.m.

Qet Hooked!

Join thePre-Health Club e-mail list today!

Presidential Committee meets on
Thursdays from 7:45-8:30 p.m.
ASSU Council meetings will be held on
7:45"9:45 p*m' in SUB

Just type 'join-listprehealthclub-list"and

havefun!

ST^

WANNA SHOW OFF?
Apply to bring your art/performance/humanities
or science research to the

The EconOmics Club is having a lunchtime discussion on February 11 at noon
in pigott 201. Topic of the discussion win
be advertised on notice boards.

All-Discipline Project Symposium
on Friday April 4, 1997
Applications due March 3, 1997
For more information call Dr. Jackels at 296-5946.

|

Ifyou are interested injoininga committee, please
call 296-6050 for more information.

Pageprepared by the ASSU office. Thispage isfor registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.
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Special Report

rreconcilable Differences?

As groups like the ChristianCoalition increasingly target
homosexuals,it would seem that sexual preference and
religion are heading for a major split. But Seattle's
Catholic Archdiocese and the SU campus are taking
measures to reach across the chasm, keeping the Church
strong despite apparent divisions.
PEGGYEATON
News Editor

While visiting Seattle University last fall, Deb Sinuckcr\s eyes
scarehed for more than a suitable graduate program— they also
sought out signs of a gay friendly campus.
Her first sign came whenJames Harbaugh taught theclass Smucker
was evaluating wearing a pink triangle inrecognition of gay and lesbian
history month. The next came as she enteredthe Student Union Building
and found the "Queen City Comes Out" exhibit prominentlydisplayed,
again for gay and lesbian history month.
—
"I thoughtit was great. Icame specifically for the programI'm in and
found all of that," Smucker said. "That's why Iwas really thrilled."
As a lesbian
and prospective
student of a Catho-

lic

campus,

Smucker was curious

about the attitude

to-

ward gay and lesbians.
Having done her undergraduate work at another

religiously

—

school

—

Inside...

affiliated

GoshenCollege,a

Mennonite school in IndiSmucker had experienced a campus that strongly
opposed homosexual lifestyles.
Now a graduate student in the
student development program,
Smucker is involved with the Triangle Club, SU's gay and lesbian
student organization, having been
"pleasantly surprised" that there was
such a club on campus.
After being at SU for nearly a year,
Smuker has high marks for SU as a lesbian, noting that the Cultural Pluralism diversity workshops have hadseveralprograms
on gay and lesbian issues already this year.
"Where I'vebeen, in my program and where
Iwork, I'vefelt fine. It's been great,"Smucker
said. "I'm as open as I'll ever be."
Yet another graduate student, Melody Griggs,
views the situation on campus slightly differently
after coming to SU from Bellevue Community Colana

See Gays on next page

A The Catholic Church's stance on
homosexuality and how this

translates in practice for Jesuits
on campus.

ASeattle University's gay and
lesbian association approaches
its fifth anniversary next month.

ACurrent issues on campus that
affect gay and lesbian students
and employees.
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Gays: calling a
From previous page

Jesjjjrifcemirous

lege.
"It's not that people are antigay here, but they're not progay either," Griggs said.
"They're tolerant, but n<
gay friendly."
Griggs came to campus initially concerned
regardingthe religious
requirements of SU's
core curriculum and
the influence Catholic theology would
have in her treatment
as a lesbian.
"I saw they had religiousrequirements,
which made me wonder what the attitudes
would be,"Griggs said.
"It didn't turn out that

bad."
Yet both Griggs and

Smucker notice the stark
differences between theuniversity and SU's campus neighborhood, Capitol Hill.
"Obviously SU is more conservative than the surrounding
neighborhood, but it's very interesting to see the differences,"
Smucker said.
The Communication Department ChairGary Atkins is confronted with those dramaticdifferences daily as he travels from
his home on CapitolHill to campus.
"It's always very noticeable
to me when Imove from the
neighborhood to campus," said
Atkins, who teaches the interdisciplinary class "Gays, Media and Politics."
Atkins, a member of the Gay
arfd Lesbian Employees association (GALE), has witnessed
the intertwining of Catholic
ideals and gay and lesbian
lifestyles since his arrival at SU 18 years
ago.
Notingthat
First Hill
was

"Iremember seeing
Father Sullivan on
stage and thinking, 'it
can't be too bad a
place to be,'" Atkins
said.
Atkins "Gays, Media and Politics"
course focuses on images formed by the
mass
media and how
1995.
images influthese
Anderson's successor, Ed Murray, ence societies' ste-

gay and lesbian AIDS service
organizationChicken Soup Brigade, which has strong Catholic tics. In addition, former
—
state senator Cal Anderson
the first openly gay state sena—
tor who represented Capitol
Hilland the University District,
was mourned in St. James Cathedral afterdying ofAIDS in

iaot:

About 10 percent
of the population
is homosexual.

nicknamed "Pill
Hill" for its
large number ol
hospitals, Capitol

for its numerous Catholic
churches and schools.
The Capitol Hill neighborhood, which Atkins calls home,
is uniquely linked to, and interdependent with, the gay community which now dominates
the area.
"There is a tension about getting along with the Church, but
there's also a sense of community," Atkins said. "Sometimes
it seems they are totally separate and then you see them in-

reotypes about homo-

Washington's

sexuality.
The class examines
movies as an important mediumof transmitting stereotypes
as well as discusses
constitutional developments relating to

second

openly
gay
senator, was
educated at

Seattle's St.
Thomas Roman
Catholic Seminary.
Like Smuckcr and
Griggs, being gay did not
stop Atkins, an alumnus of
LoyolaUniversity, from attending or teaching at a Jesuit university. As Smucker did,Atkins
found a pair of open arms in
former SU president Father
William Sullivan,SJ, after first
arriving at SU.
During his first month on
campus, Atkins attended a rally
against an initiative which
would have repealed another

American Psychological
Axxiiciulion

Hill, now a recognized
gay district, was at one time
referred to as "Catholic Hill"

who has become

gays and lesbians,
such as those in the
military and samegender marriages.
According
to
Atkins, the class,

which was implemented in 1994,
draws largely heterosexual students "seeking to understand"
and in the process teach Atkins

Molly McCarthy

countered students who object
to the assignment for religious
reasons,
he said that SU's urcaust, to reveal prejudice.
Moutsiakis,
setting
as well.
stuincreases stuAccording to
ban
see
familiarity
people
things
"A lot of
with
dents wearing the triangle do dents'
thatI
have missed," Atkins said. not recievemuch external reac- such issues as homo"A lot of times we're not al- tion, but do learn about their sexuality.
ways talkingabout orientation, own internal biases.
"Our inner-city location
gender."
but
about
they
are near Capitol Hill makes for
"Often students find
Seattle initiative protecting
issue,
but
gender
is
not
the
and
It
more awareness of diverse
resistant to do the execrcise
people from discrimination
of
that
Dr.
on
George
lifestyles
prejudice
campus,"
pin
one
at
beginning
hide the
the
based on sexual orientation.
in
his
"But the
psypeople
Moutsiakis
addresses
arc
of
what
Moutsiakis
said.
seeing
Father
and
afraid
Atkins recalled
Moutsiakis
rehomochology
classes.
cxccrcise
is
not
about
means,"
think
Moutsiakis
it
teract."
Sullivan speaking at the Volpink
to
wear
a
about
prejudice,
quires
sexuality,
students
it's
keeping
said.
rally
for
Some of the interactions unteer Park
triangle pin for several weeks,
AlthoughMoutsiakis has en- which is a much larger issue."
Atkins has observed include the the non-discrimination law.
incommemoration of gays and
lesbians whodied in the Holo-
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the fringes," Harbaugh said.

According to Harbaugh, the
Seattle Archdiocese has done
just that by supportingprograms
for gay and lesbianCatholics.
Although the Archdiocese
does not directly participate in
gayprograms,St. Joseph's Parish does provide the space for a
weekly mass for gays, lesbians
and their friends and families.
The mass is put on
by DIGNITY/Seattle, a local
branchofthe

thing but support from the Jesuit community," said Sharpe
of the period during the gay and
lesbian student organization's
registration.
Sharpe, as a member of the
Jesuit Association of Student

Personnel Administrators,
helped author a working paper
on the registration of controversial student organizations
on Jesuitcampuses. Since
being written in 1991,
the paper has been

fact:

national

47 percent of gays
have experienced discrimination related to
their sexuality.

Catholics,

according

to

DIGNITY/Seattle

American Psvcltolotfictil
Association

president Jim Weston
Weston said the mass
draws about 70-100 people
each week to St. Joseph's Cathedral.
"We have a right as baptized

Mandy Matzke

Christians,

and particu-

larly as Catholics, to

Catholics face varying
beliefs as social
climate warms

Although many Christian faiths are increasingly distancing themselves fromgay and lesbian issues, the Catholic Church takes a dif-

ferent

stance.

The

Catholic

Church's

official

teachings on homosexuality essentially
create a division between homosexuals

and

homosexual behavior.
The Church does not condemn gaysandlesbians for
their sexual preference, but
does condemnhomosexual
activities, according to

Molly McCarthy

countered students who object
to the assignment for religious
reasons, he said that SU's urban setting increases stu-

dents' familiarity with
such issues as homosexuality.

"Our inner-city location
near Capitol Hill makes for
more awareness of diverse
on
campus,"
lifestyles
Moutsiakis said. "But the
excercise is not about homosexuality,it's about prejudice,
which is a much larger issue."

Gary Chamberlain,professor of Christian Ethics.
Yet even the official
teachings of the Catholic
Church and its interpretations vary, according to
Chamberlain.
"The official position
would ask gay and lesbian
people to remain celibate
but there are even severa
theologians that wouk
that,'
dispute
Chamberlain
said.
The
teach-

fact:

Eight states have laws

prohibiting discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation.
American Psychological
Associittitm

ings

of the

Catholic
Church also
differ in practice, according to

togayissues

a tool for both
Jesuit and

Catholic
schools

by
Icring
sugges-

...posed courses
of action and

questions to be answeredbefore registering
Yet virtually everyone, from
the members and advisors of
the Triangle Club and GALE to
Jesuits and those who witnessed
the gradual emergence of gay
and lesbian issues on campus,
concede that there is room for
improvement in SU's environment for gays and lesbians.
Father McGowan, who was
at SU when both the gay and
lesbian staff and student organizations were formed several
years ago, is not blind to the
problems and homophobiathat
surround gays and lesbians on

campus.

"I've alwayspraisedthe courpractice our agethat people whohave named
faith in a themselves on posters and flychurch set- ers and billboards around camting," pus. Ivery muchadmire them,"
Wes t o n said Father McGowan of the
said. Triangle Club members who
"Many of name themselves as contacts on
us really be- flyers. McGowan said he has
lieve that the been aware that some of these
Church is the signs have been torn down in
people, not the past.
Citing the recent rejection of
the rules or
the hierarchy an inquiry into possibly adding
or the build- domestic partners to university
sistant
■
ings."
benefit lists that may now only
Coordinator of Wellness
The local church's include spouses and children,
tolerance for gay and les- Krycka noted that morechanges
and Prevention,Father
bian issues also seems to have are still needed at SU.
JosephMcGowan, SJ. Some"Institutions, by-in-large, are
influenced campus views on the
where in whatFatherMcGowan campus,
resistant to protect gay and lescalled this "mixed bag" of be- as an informal listener for these topic.
liefs are his own, partially in- students.
"I think, frankly, it was a bians at this point in history,
"People have approached me brave stand for Fr. Sullivan as and Idon't think this institufluencedby his role on campus.
"What Isec on Catholic teach- individually," Fr. McGowan president to register the club," tion is any different," said
ing on sexuality is very di- said. "I'm very, very interested Harbaugh said."But Ithink it's Krycka, who describes campus
as lacking pro-active measures
verse," Fr. McGowan said. "I in learning from people who very much inline with the views
of
Seattle
Archdiocese."
on gay and lesbian issues. "I
have been placed here to sup- they are."
the
—
Harbaugh
By
large,
closely
Jim
that
in
ashave neverencounagrees
personally
being
those
port every human
—to Catholics' views on homosexu- sociated with the
TriangleClub teredany overt formof phobia;
support them and notto judge
ality differ, yet said the Catho- and its activities agree that the however, Ido feel silence
and to learn from them."
According to Fr. McGowan, lic Church has taken a strong Jesuits on campus have pro- around these issues seems to be
although leaders of the Catho- stance against discrimination. vided a supportive, althoughnot the rule rather than activity."
Krycka noted that SU is
lic Church issuecertain Church Fr. Harbaugh cited Oregon's formally organized,network for
—
"pointed in the right direction"
beliefs including that homo- 1992 anti-gay proposition
gay and lesbian students.
—
sexualbehavior is condemmed Measure 9 which the Catho"The Jesuits as a group have in the process of change as
but homosexual people are lic Church publicly opposed as been very supportive," Cham- sexual orientation has been
—
not individual beliefs vary
an example of the Church's berlain said. "They view the added to SU's list of anti-disclub as a gatheringof a support criminationpractices in hiring.
and therefore cannot be accu- anti-discriminationpolicies.
"It was clearlydiscriminatory group."
"It's not bad (here) for gays
rately reflected in generalized
Judy Sharpe, residential life and lesbians, but it's not supstatements.
in their view," Harbaugh said.
Fr. McGowan, having dis- "We're all children of God, and director,agrees that the Jesuits portiveeither. Ithink it should
cussed their sexual orientation to exclude people in a have helped, rather than hin- and will change," Krycka said.
with several gay and lesbian discrimanatory way is to go dered, the acceptance of gay "It's a beginning, and it's a far
students, serves, among other against the teachings of Jesus and lesbian students.
cry from where many other infaculty, staff and Jesuits on since he reached out to those on
"Idon't think there was any- stitutions are."

—

Focus
Gay associations mainstream on changing
Catholic campus
"hough SU's student gay and
X"houghKbian
organization has been
fully integrated into the club
arena now, it was not until the
early 1990s that SU gained a
formally recognized gay and
lesbian student or staff organization.

SU's Gay and Lesbian Association,now called the Triangle
Club, was the product of
Catherine Brown, now an SU

alumnus. In order to establish
GALA as a club, Brown researched the Catholic teachings

on homosexuality, Jesuit tradition and SU's mission statethen'wrotc a statement of
rpose and practice, according to Kevin Krycka, professor
of psychology and co-moderator of the Triangle Club.

t:nt,

problem
was in the
theological

tially, the
Gay and

themission
said
Krycka of

the club's
registration

I

ess

the

eological
ro w n
aftcd the

Lesbian
Association operated under a degree of

The Church does
not condemn
humans as
homosexuals, just
their behavior.

—
secrecy

not

re-

Gary

ttalion,

ihurch,

The purpose of the club, according to Chamberlain, was

shaped around this principle of
providing support for gays and
lesbians as people, not to support their sexual behavior. The
club's statement ol purpose also
includes sponsoring educational programs andpromoting
community service.
In the fall of 1991, the proposal was put under review by
the Student Organization Reg-

istration Review Committee
and inMarch 1992 the club was
approved by Jeremy Stringer,
then vice president for student
development.
"I think people kind of an-

and the club's
meetings.
According to
the agreement,

the univeristy
will not "tolerate attitudes,

behaviors or
actions that are

consistent
with the Jesuit
principle of
'Cv r a
Pcrsonalis,' affirming the respect and dignity of each individual.
'Sexual orientation' will be
included in the
University's
not

statement on

non-discrimination."
Yet as spnn
and the club'

fifth anniver
sary

ap

proaches
much

ha

changed sine
the club wa
first registered.
Club meetings
arenow postei

more openl

Chamberlain,
Professor of
Christian Ethics

ound a
ember's
xual orirather than sexual bevior, which is deemed morally wrong by the Catholic
according to Gary
hamberlain, professor of
hristian ethics and co-modator of the Triangle Club.
"The Church does not condemn humans as homosexuals,
just their behavior. She
[Brown] found a little window
inCatholic beliefs that said the
Church supported homosexuals
as human beings," Chamberlain

confidentiality
of its members

"...I must have been misled
somehow into believingthat Seattle Universityupheld the ideas
and values of Catholicism. I
can't believe that this sameuniversity has recently approved a
club for gays and lesbians,"
wrote one student. "...I, personally, do not recall homosexuality as being part of Jesuit
tradition. ..How can you support
a homosexual club without supporting gay and lesbian activity? You
can't."
In i

aspect, not

statement,"

maintain the

ticipatcd a backlash, but there
was hardly any,'" Chamberlain
said. "Father Sullivan was very
supportive. It Ithe club] got a
lot of support from faculty,
staff, administrators."
Some backlash from students,
parents and alumni came in the
form of letters printed in the
Spectator.

Ryan Nishio

and the lates

/ Photo Editor

understandin

those who
opposed the club's registration.
Instead, the club's activities
were spread through word ol
mouth and a club phone tree,

according to Krycka.
However, since

Psychologyprofessor Kevin Krycka is amember of Seattle University's Gay and Lesbian
is that the clv
Employeeorganization.His most recent project with the associationhas been to supporta
"is like any
as
proposal that wouldgive domestic partnersofSUemployees the same benefits spouses.
other club," according
to
GALE's most recent project
Krycka. Shortly alter the club's okay without, from my underhesitation,"
supporting a proposal
involved
said
standing, any
University Staff
by
the
Seattle
university's Gay and Lesbian Krycka of GALE's establishand
the Faculty
Association
Employees (GALE) organiza- ment.
insurance
bento
extend
association,
whose
Senate
The staff
tion was established.
both
partners,
efits
to
domestic
has
been
broadUnlike the student organiza- member base
of homosexual and het-

adding more

information to
their informative
flyers, seemingly
without any negative

VV Seattle University

repercussions.
"We haven't had any

problems with protesters
We've happily been publishing the dates and times ot
events," saidDeb Smucker, who
serves as the vice president oi

the Triangle Club.

(Km,

Before the club was registered,itreached an understanding with the Student OrganizationRegistration Review Committee (SORRC) about the nature of the club, and its activities. This Summary Understanding restricted the club's
social activities to ones with a
goal to promote "the growth of
our students as persons."
The understanding also reinforced SU's committment to

t

h c

and stall
association,

which was
founded by two
former SU employees, was established without any

special provisions or controversy. The organization is now
unofficially led by Krycka.
"He [Father Sullivan] said

anyone
who supports gay and
lesbian issues,
addresses topics
which impact gays
and lesbians on campus, according to
Krycka.
Last October, GALE, in
conjunction with theNorthwest
Lesbian and Gay History Museum Project, sponsored the
Queen City Comes Out exhibit,
which was displayed both in
the SUB and library. The exhibit chronicled the history of
Seattle's gay community.

erosexual employees.
The proposal was given
to the Fringe Benefits Committee, which asked the Cabinet for permission to investigate the issue, according to as-

sistant director of Human Resources and FBC chair
Rosemarie Labonitc.
Although the Cabinet denied
committee's request,
Labonitc is optimistic that as
other organizations, such as the
City of Seattle, extend benefits
to domestic partners, that SU
may follow suit becausethepolitical and social climate would
be more accepting of such a
proposal.
the

"We're also hopeful as the
climatechanges,people will become open to it," said Labonite,
who recognized the issue as
controversial since no otherJesuit school has implemented
such a policy.

